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POWs return after spring break
by Eileen Moore and Ginny Manning
The most recent victims of the Pickens County
Marijuana Wars returned from their 10-day vacation at
the Pickens County work camp—better known as the
Pickens County chain gang—just a little bit annoyed.
"Even though it was known throughout the prison farm
that for 10 days everyone was supposed to get treated a
little better because 'those Clemson boys are here',"
observed one POW, "it was pretty obvious that the
treatment of prisoners in Pickens County is the most
inhumane in the entire state, even when it's supposed to
be at its 'best.'"
Citing the apparent legal wheeling and dealing as only
the beginning of the problems and flaws of the Pickens
County legal system, seven Clemson "ex-cons" related
their experiences during the specially designated 10-day
work camp designed to punish Clemson drug offenders
without interrupting their education. Some of the students
have additional time to serve on future weekends and for
them, the work camp was a more sample of what the next
several months will be like.
Because of the.nature of Pickens County Judge John
Gentry's sentencing, which seems to rest on the
philosophy that "10 days is better than 90 days and this is
going to teach you a lesson," all of the students participating in the taped interview shared a fear of reprisals
for revealing the negative aspects of their treatment.
"The whole system is based on fear—fear that you don't
know all the rules, all the tricks; fear that if you question
the 'deal' the lawyer made with the judge, you'll get a
worse sentence; fear that if you try to be a human being,
you'll get sent to the 'hole,'" noted one student who has
several weekends left. "They were all real concerned that
when we got out, we'd be sure and say that we 'weren't
treated so bad.' But the other prisoners warned us that not
only were conditions far worse but that we should be
careful about what we said, especially those who had
some time left—we could get really bad treatment then.
The prison authorities almost dared us to say anything to
'that newspaper', meaning the Tiger."
Some feel that arbitrary and inconsistent sentencing
should probably be added to Gentry's judicial innovations.
"I went to the courthouse yesterday, and one friend of
mine who was busted at the same time I was with the
same charges...was given a $500 fine with three years
probation. I got a $300 fine, 10 days and six months of
weekends," said one ex-inmate. "I'm glad that guy got off
lighter than myself but that's inconsistent. But his father
was there, and his father works at the Citadel..."
Another added, "It's (the sentencing) all predetermined, any way...My lawyer told me that I was going to

get six months of weekends, $300 fine and 10 days...Sure
enough, when I got before the judge that's exactly what he
gave me.. .but then the judge goes into this big long speech
that he made no promises for a lighter sentence..."
"I can say something about the same thing. When I went
up, before there was even one word said, I was sentenced
to 10 days.. .My lawyer went up before the judge and came
back and said, 'Well, you're going to get 10 days,'" pointed
out another.
"Logically," pointed out one student, "sale was given a
harder sentence than possession."
"Yeah, sure, three months more," added the first
student.
That old "innovation," racial prejudice, was also
mentioned as part of Gentry's sentencing system.
"There were some blacks there serving straight time
for possession of one hit of THC. And here we were
charged with sales and possession of pot, possessions of
amphetemines and stuff like that. The sentencing was too
inconsistent," remarked one student.
But the arbitrary sentencing is not what the convicts are
concerned about. "What we are here for is to tell about the
conditions at the Pickens County jail.
"The filth was incredible. We never got clean clothes, if
that's what you'd call them. There was no hot water. If
you were lucky enough to get a blanket, it was an old horse
blanket—amazingly dirty.
"To start off with, we were never briefed on what we
were supposed to bring with us. I called my lawyer before
I left and asked specifically if I needed to bring any linens
or anything. He told me no. I ended up with nothing on my
mattress for two nights and dried with an extra T-shirt
after washing."
The bill of fare offered to them at meal times appeared
as substandard as the cleanliness. "I doubt seriously if
that food could sustain you for a long period of time. For
lunch every day we alternated either brown beans or
white beans with corn bread. The blacks were fed out of
separate boxes. Twice that week we were served meatpork back bones with a little bit of fat on them."
Apparently, illness is an unknown state among
criminals. "If you get real sick, you probably die," said an
ex-con. "There were no doctors for us anywhere."
One added, "There was this one black who was having
real trouble with his teeth. A guard looked at him and told
him that they'd have it pulled the next day. No consultation with the dentist or anything. Just 'We'll have it
pulled tomorrow.'"
A 5:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. work day was scheduled for the
road gang crew. "I was glad we had something to do

outside even though we would freeze out there with that
thin suit on. I never could have stayed inside there for 10
days."
They worked, naturally, as free labor. "We did all kinds
of public works projects like clearing out baseball fields
and laying pipes in driveways."
The week and a half was not without its highlights. "We
had to go to church twice a day on Sunday. There'd be
some evangelist up there trying to save us. Of course we'd
all sing because the guards were right behind us with their
guns. I know that there were a lot of 'Amazing Graces'
sung that day," said one con.
"The irony of the situation was that we were singing our
praises to God—by force," commented his cell-mate.
One of the most salient features of the students' stay
was contact with such well-qualified staff individuals as
"Shakey." Allegedly a former patient at a mental institution, Shakey derived his affectionate nickname from
the two loaded pistols he carried in his pockets. How
Shakey got his job at the Pickens work farm is unknown,
but according to one of the students, "The other prisoners
have seen him pull his pistols out and nearly shoot a guy's
hand off." One of the Clemson students also remarked
that his guard would occasionally stop the work crew to
take a little target practice with empty bottles on the side
of the road.
Two of the most infuriating practices of the Pickens
penal system according to the student inmates was the
censorship of outgoing mail and the blatant racial
discrimination. "It was really obvious that whites got
treated one way and blacks another. We were put in different cells and blacks and whites didn't sit together at
meals—it was hard to say if the practice was just social
custom or was forced upon the prisoners. Let's say mixing
wasn't exactly encouraged."
The superintendent of the prison, C. Willis, is stepping
down from his position this year and Jimmy Lee Dodges is
running for the position which is voted on by Pickens
County residents. One of the students said that he would
vote for Dodges because "he says he's going to change the
system around and put an end to the primitive treatment
Pickens hands out to its prisoners."
All the student convicts shared one common habit by the
time they were released: heavy cigarettee smoking.
Commented one student, "I wonder if Gentry thinks it is
more beneficial to your body to be a 20-cigarette-a-day
man instead of a three-roach-a-day man."
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'Spoon' knifed by ABC Commission's denial
by Debbie Graham

!

Protests of Clemson's "concerned" citizens have
succeeded in blocking the beer licence of a proposed
recreation center for University students. The actions of
the townspeople will not go unanswered, however.
The much-opposed application for a beer and wine
permit, submitted by Charles (Spoon) Huggins and Daniel
(Goober) Nichols, was denied by the S.C. Alcoholic
Beverage Control Commission (ABC) on the ground that
the location for the business is unsuitable. Huggins and
Nichols will appeal the case, however.
Huggins and Nichols applied for the permit in January,
hoping to open a student-oriented game center selling
beer and wine in the building formerly occupied by
Harper's Five and Dime. However, they met with opposition not only from neighboring merchants, but also
from Police Chief Wayne Wardlaw, Mayor Kenny Helton
and "concerned" citizens.
Huggins, a former Clemson student and former coowner of the Red Carpet, explained that he and Nichols
conceived of the idea of the game center when they heard
that Harper's was going out of business. In early January,
the two applied to the ABC Commission for a beer and
wine permit. Huggins said that an ABC investigator was
sent to question Wardlaw and merchants located near the
proposed business.
According to Huggins, if the investigator had received
no opposing replies from those questioned, the permit
would have been granted. However, an official protest,
bearing eight signatures, was filed against his permit
request.
The next step, Huggins noted, would have been to have a
preliminary hearing at Pickens with an ABC Commission
hearing officer and his op posers present. "But knowing
how most of the merchants felt, we waived the hearing,"
Huggins disclosed.
Huggins said his opposers felt that the location of the
business in downtown Clemson would cause shopping in
the area to decline. However, Huggins does not believe it
would. "What's happening to Clemson is happening in all
cities. Downtown business is declining simply because
women would rather go to a shopping center or a mall
where they only have to make one stop."
The date for the hearing at the ABC Commission in

Columbia was set for Monday, March 4. According to
Huggins, on Feb. 27 City Council members talked among
themselves, deciding to stay out of the affair and not to
allow Wardlaw to attend the hearing.
On Feb. 28, the Downtown Merchants—which Huggins
believes was created four days before the hearing
primarily for the purpose of protesting his permit—met to
discuss the matter. The association voted to send Wardlaw, Helton and City Attorney Ken Acker to the March 4
hearing. According to Huggins, a couple of City Council
members were present and informed the association of
the council's previous decision. The downtown merchants
protested the councilors' decision.
Consequently, at a special meeting on Saturday, March
2, the City Council voted four to two in favor of a resolution
to send Wardlaw, Helton and Acker to protest at the
hearing, Huggins stated.
Concerning City Council's involvement in the affair,
Huggins believes that "City Council doesn't have the right
to say what business comes to Clemson. It is supposed to
govern what is here already."
In addition to Huggins and Nichols, eleven merchants,

two private citizens, Helton and Wardlaw attended the
ABC Commission's hearing in Columbia, Huggins
revealed. "The Commission listened to both sides of the
case and asked questions. The hearing was taped and
later reviewed," Huggins noted.
In March 19, Huggins and Nichols received their one
sentence denial stating "We find the location unsuitable
for beer and wine."
"I really didn't expect to be turned down," Huggins
disclosed. "I saw no legal way in which we could be denied
a license."
While the case is being appealed by the two young
businessmen, the game center, tagged "The House," will
open in its much-opposed location. "We will open with
nothing but the game machines and try to pay the rent
until the appeal goes through," Huggins said. He hopes to
open by the end of next week.
What does the denial mean to Clemson students? "I
believe the students are being denied a place they want
and need. There's really not much room here for student
recreation," Huggins answered. "And they are being
deprived for what I consider no reason."

Senate calls for student trustee
Citing Congressional encouragement, the Student
Senate unanimously passed a resolution Monday night
suggesting that the Board of Trustees investigate including a student as a full voting member.
The resolution, introduced by Frank Quails, would have
the Board initiate a change in state legislation allowing
the Governor to appoint the student body president each
year to serve as a trustee. "Legislation pending in the
state legislature enabling the Governor to appoint two
additional trustees to the boards of various state institutions is not relevant to Clemson University due to the
will of Thomas Clemson," Quails explained.
Viktor Jonkoff brought out a resolution from the Student
Organizations and Affairs Committee reminding all
organizations that they are required to notify the

Speaker's Bureau of all outside speakers. Jonkoff noted,
"This resolution is not the original policy of registering
outside speakers but simply points out the rule as it exists
in the Student Handbook." After brief discussion, the
resolution passed.
From the President's Cabinet, Steve Csernak reported a
bill creating an election's board. "When last year's
constitutional convention reorganized Student Government, the election's board was eliminated," noted
Csernak. "This year, too much responsibility has fallen on
one man; he's had to do all the work. We think he needs
some others to help him," he continued. In it's final action
of the evening the senate passed the bill allowing the
president to appoint a five-member election's board.
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Sanders: trying to save tidelands
by Marilyn Thompson

SOUTH CAROLINA'S fishing industries, which yield millions of
dollars in annual revenue for the state, may be severely affected by
any alterations in the tideland system. Scientists estimate that 85 per
cent of the state's salt water and commercial fish must spend at least
a part of their lives in estuaries. If these estuaries were destroyed, the
results could be disastrous for commerical and public fishing.

State representative Alex Sanders (D-Richland)
is convinced that legislation protecting South
Carolina's valuable tidelands resources will
eventually be passed. Yes, he's sure of that.
But despite his optimism about the future passage
of such legislation, Sanders is worried. While
watching the slow but continual destruction of
coastal lands, he is frightened by the disapproval
and unwillingness of many legislators to pass the
regulatory bill that he introduced way back in
February 1973. And Sanders is afraid that by the
time legislators open their eyes to the tidelands
situation, it will be "too late."
"It's going to be a long hard fight," Sanders
predicted. "In fact, it already has been long and
hard. The question is whether it will take the
complete destruction of the tidelands to arouse a
public outcry," said Sanders, stressing that only
through such "public outcry" will the legislation be
pushed through.
"Tidelands destruction is taking place every day.
We're losing enormous tracts of land," he noted.
Sanders is especially concerned that South Carolina
is the last Atlantic Coast state without tidelands
protection, although many states did not take action
until their marshlands had been destroyed or
severely polluted. "We're running out of time," he
emphasized.
Sanders believes that one of the major reasons
why his proposed Tidelands bill is meeting such stiff
opposition in the legislature (especially among Low
Country lawmakers) is simply "misunderstanding
of what the bill would do. Some people believe that
it's a moratorium on development, but it's not
that," Sanders explained.
He said that the legislation would create a kind of
permit system similar to the one "used in
municipalities for the past 200 years." The bill
would establish an inter-agency council (composed
of executive directors from the Water Resources
Commission, Land Resources Commission, Wildlife
and Marine Resources Department, Ports
Authority, Development Board and Health and
Environmental Control Board) which would review
all proposals for alteration or modification of the
tidelands.
In considering applications, the council would
take into consideration the possible effects on
ecosystems, navigation, water quality, economics
and erosion. Furthermore, a public hearing would
be held on all applications.
One important aspect of this proposed process is

that applicants would be required to pay fifty
dollars for each acre to be affected by the proposal,
in addition to financing all independent studies that
the council might undertake in considering the
application.
According to supporters of the bill, this would
eliminate a large expenditure of state funds for the
council's operation. In fact, it has been estimated
that the program could be initially funded with "a
few tens of thousands of dollars" and that much less
money would be required once the program was in
full operation. Two-thirds of necessary monies
could be obtained from federal funds under the
National Coastal Management Act of 1972.
Sanders thinks that many do not comprehend the
fact that the Tidelands are currently "under heavy
pressure from developers," and if the developers
win out, they will be virtually robbing the state of
"our most valuable resource."
"The tidelands are our most valuable economic
asset," Sanders pointed out. He said that each acre
of marshland has an estimated value of about
$83,000 because of the vital importance of the
estuaries in fish and wildlife production.
"When a developer destroys an acre of marshland, he's robbing the economy of the state,"
Sanders emphasized. He said that destruction of the
beaches, sand dunes and marshlands give
"financial gain for the few at the expense of the
many."
Sanders said that much of the opposition to his bill
is the result of "selfish, vested interest groups
trying to exploit the public for personal profit.
There's an enormous amount of profit there."
According to Sanders, the bill has been on the
House calendar for some time but has not yet been
debated in its final form. In preliminary debate,
however, opposition has been strong from
legislators who fear that the bill would halt coastal
growth and that enforcement would be too costly for
Low Country residents.
Yet Sanders claims he has wide support in the
legislature, as well as the backing of "every environmentalist group in the state."
And while some claim that the bill would have
drastic consequences on further coastal development, Sanders feels that, if anything, the measure is
too "moderate."
However, as Sanders explains, "It has to be
moderate to get through the legislature. It's going to
be a struggle even as it is."

Tidelands system deserves protection
by Marilyn Thompson
Although environmentalists are pleased
with current legislative concern for the
South Carolina tidelands, some claim that
the proposed Sanders Tidelands Bill may
not be stringent enough in its regulation of
coastal development.
In fact, according to Charles R. Dillon,
assistant professor of botany, the Sanders
bill is "not nearly as strong as it should
be," primarily because it "doesn't make
any permanent changes." He said that the
bill would still allow for coastal
development although it would be
regulated, but Dillon noted that such
development must be stopped before the
delicate natural balance of the tidelands is
adversely disturbed.
Despite the claims of developers that
planned communities can be built along
the coast without harming the productivity
of the marshlands, Dillon said there is
simply "no possibility" that this can be
accomplished. He maintained that the
tidelands system is in a constant state of
"dynamic change," a fact that many
developers do not take into account.
"Any modification will affect the environment," Dillon stressed, "even if it
doesn't appear to in the beginning. It
almost always works out so that things
were not as productive as they were before
the change," he said.
As Dillon pointed out, tidelands in their
natural state are highly productive. In
fact, he said that these lands "are the most
productive part of the marine system,"

serving as a "nursery ground for the
economically valuable fish and shellfish."
Scientists estimate that 85 per cent of the
state's salt water and commercial fish
must spend at least a portion of their lives
in estuaries, eating from the abundant
plant life which Dillon calls the "base of
the food chain for a whole group of
animals."
Because of this phenomenal productivity, Dillon said that there is "no real
way to place a monetary value" on the
marshlands. Through the fishing industry,
the state realizes millions of dollars per
year, an income which would not be
possible without the estuarine "nursery
grounds," the professor explained.

"Any modification wiil
affect the environment, even
if it doesn't appear to in the
beginning. It almost always
works out so that things were
not as productive as they
were before the change."
—Dillon
Figures show that South Carolina
realizes about five million dollars each
year from oyster harvests and about ten
million dollars from the shrimping industry. This substantial income would be
affected by destruction of the spawning
areas along the coast, Dillon noted.

Of course, there are many other benefits
from a tidelands system, he pointed out.
One fact which people fail to take into
consideration is that the "estuaries and
beaches are our greatest energy absorbers," Dillon said, noting that they
absorb potentially destructive power of
storm waves, for example.
Sand dunes play an important role in
energy absorbtion and in erosion control,
he noted. In areas where dunes have been
levelled for development, inland areas
have been subjected to extensive damage
by waves and wash-overs. Dunes also
provide a margin for natural fluctuation in
shorelines due to erosion; they give nature
an area in which to fluctuate, part of what
Dillon called the "dynamic changes" that
coastal lands undergo.
Furthermore, Dillon claimed that the
public does not realize the filtering ability
of the marshlands. Clay material, which is
the primary constituent of the marshlands, has a "high absorbtive ability"
and therefore can filter out pollutants from
the water. The marshlands work in the
same fashion as waste treatment plants by
destroying organic and chemical wastes.
Because the tidelands are such an
economic and environmental asset to the
state, Dillon feels that some regulation is
definitely called for. "Some type of bureau
should be set up, or some type of environmental impact study," Dillon said.
He noted that the public needs a "way to
determine what's happening," especially
when any alterations in the tidelands
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system could be so costly and detrimental
to South Carolinians.
But Dillon is not so sure that the Sanders
Tidelands Bill is the answer. "It's a step in
the right direction but not as strong as it
should be." Of course, the professor implied, even such moderate legislation
might be unpopular among those state
legislators who want coastal development
at the expense of ecological balance.
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Marshall Tucker: smooth, summertime music
by Gary Ragan
A New Life
The Marshall Tucker Band
This is the second album by the Spartanburg band that has become one of the
leaders in the laid-back rock field. They
were named best new band of 1973 by
Rolling Stone and have spent their recent
past touring the U.S. and Europe. The
album reflects the same style and mood
the group put forward on their first
album—cool, smooth summertime music.
Whether it's a slow, bluesy song, a little
bit of jazz, or an all-out driving piece, the
tunes are easv to move to and get into.
The performances turned in here are
quite creditable. George McCorkle pickes
up a banjo for a couple of minutes this
time. Toy Caldwell plays some sweet
guitar passages, and his steel guitar work
is noticeably better than on the first
album. His playing is smoother, more
fluid, the way steel sounds best.
Toy also wrote all the songs on the
album, a couple of which you might
remember from the concerts they did
here. He takes the lead vocals on two
tracks and this was just a little unfortunate. He doesn't have the voice that
Doug Gray has and the songs could be
improved by having Doug (or another
member of the band) do the vocals.
Production by Paul Hornsby (who also
produced the first album and played
keyboards on both) is generally good,
though he occasionally mixes the lead
guitar a little too far into the background.
The material on the album is good and
performed well, though, and if you are

fond of the back-porch country rock the
Marshall Tucker Band is becoming known
for, you won't be disappointed with a New
Life.
Saints and Sinners
Johnny Winter
Following his two-year absence for rest
and recuperation from the ravages of
touring and heroin, Johnny Winter
reappeared on the stage and moved swiftly
in the direction of brother Edgar's type of
glitter rock.
In place of the awe-inspiring runs and
painful blues of his early days or the
ultimate rock'n'roll of Johnny Winter And,
he began treating his audiences to shows
featuring more and more flashy costumes
and choreography and less and less of that
' incredible ability on the guitar.
By last Christmas, on his swing through
the South, he was exploding onto the stage
in clouds of smoke while stirring the crowd
up with repeated exhortations to "ROCK
AND ROLL!!!".
Winter's new album, Saints and Sinners,
continues this trend. Where his early
albums, especially those around the time
of The Progressive Blues Experiment'
were admirable showcases of a truly great
guitarist, the new disc is a slickly
produced packaging of the Heavy Beat.
Frazzled chords and high, piercing backup vocals (furnished by Edgar) are the
order of the day.
His nasty slide makes only fleeting,
token appearances as he and Randy Hobbs
(bass), Richard Hughes (drums), Rick

Derringer, Edgar Winter, and about a
dozen others run through a collection of
some new material and biggies from the
last couple of decades. Besides doing
"Feedback On Highway 101", a new Van
Morrison tune, the band recalls such oldies
as Chuck Berry's "Thirty Days", the 1954
Lieber-Sf oiler composition "Riot in Cell
Block No 9", and the Stones' "Stray Cat
Blues".
SHORT SUBJECTS
Unborn Child
Seals and Crofts
In their newest release, Seals and Crofts
continue in their familiar style of music
and lyrics. Unborn Child contains a lot of
the material they did on their last tour and
in their assorted television and radio
appearances over the last few months. The
music is clear and refreshing and not
substantially different from their previous
material.
Louis Shelton turns in some excellent
guitar work. The lyrics concern familiar
Seals and Crofts subjects—people, emotions, and various views of life. The title
track is a strong anti-abortion piece that is
exceptionally powerful and wellconstructed. The album as a whole is a
pretty good offering of the duo's work.
Todd
Todd Rundgren
If there was any doubt before, there is
none now. Todd Rundgren is a certified
candidate for the waffle ranch. His latest,
a double album including a poster com-

posed of thousands of the names of those
who sent in the card inside his A Wizard,,
A True Star LP, is a crazy pastiche of the
tightly controlled lunacy he's become
known for on record and on stage.
The first thing you hear on the album is a
series of completely unintelligible sounds
that begin to sound like some Captain
Marvel message laid down backwards. A
message meant just for me, the clever
listener. Just like all the Paul-McCartneyis-dead clues.
RUMOR CONTROL: Rumors of
reformation are the vogue again. Rumors
of the great Cream fix-up continue to crop
up. The latest ones center on an alleged
album allegedly recorded with Steve
Wimwood in alleged Los Angeles. Also, the
tour of the U.S. that was first rumored to
be set for this summer, then broken up by
a recalcitrant Clapton, then rescheduled
with Jim Keltner instead of Ginger Baker,
then called off altogether, is back on again
(whew.). We'll believe when. . .
The Beatles, or some of them, may tour
together again. Paul is no longer saying
things like "might" and "could". He
"wants" to do a big U.S. tour this summer.
He's making noises about going back to
England almost immediately to get a band
up and take care of a few other details. He
and John are friendlier now than for the
last long time. And Lennon says that
something has to happen in 1974. Music
can't keep floundering in the doldrums it's
been in lately.

Recital offers diversity
Several members of Clemson's music faculty get
a chance to exhibit their talents tonight at the
"Faculty Recital," the final concert in this year's
chamber music series. "Something for everyone" is
promised, with Edmund Winston performing on
clarinet, Lillian Harder and Edwin Freeman on
piano, and Joseph Jackson's presentation of a song
cycle. Those who enjoyed the recent performance of
duo-pianists Whittemore and Lowe will especially
want to hear Schubert's "Fantasia," written for one
piano and four hands, and performed by Harder and
Freeman.
The last big classical music performance at
school this semester, "Faculty Recital" offers a
variety of talent and music well worth experiencing.

Tonight at 8 p.m. in Tillman Auditorium,
Forerunner hosts two bands for a three-hour free
concert. Featured will be Sanctuary from Columbia
and Lindy Herne from Atlanta, two "contempory
Christian groups who feel it appropriate to share an
experience of the Good News." Sanctuary, a not-sohard rock group, concentrates its diversified talents
on soothing rock and original boogie. Lindy Herne
sports its own sound, quite close to traditional folk.

The next big offering from the Clemson Players is
Bertold Brecht's comic drama, "The Threepenny
Opera," to be presented in Daniel Auditorium April
4-6 and 11-13. A musical about the adventures of
raffish master criminal Macheath ("Mack-theKnive") "The Threepenny Opera" is told through
the eyes of beggars, thieves, prostitutes and corrupt
officials. Kurt Weill's music combines the "oompah" of the German beer hall with contemporary
American jazz.

James Jordan plays Macheath, who marries
Polly Peachum (Jean Tucker), the daughter of
Jonathan Peachum (Rick Hawkins). Patti Roffe,
Kathy Stirling and Sarah Rhodes add spice to the
first musical production of the Players since
"Dames at Sea." All performances are at 8 p.m.

Short pants
edited by George A. Smith
Today is also the last chance to catch the "Student
Traveling Exhibit" at Lee Gallery. The exhibition
of student work from member colleges of the S.C.
Art Schools Association is on display from 8 a.m. to
4:30 p.m.
Hooray for radio! South Carolina Educational
Radio, WEPR, airs some worthwhile productions
mixed in with some awful, amateurish stuff. A
selection of the worthwhile includes "Classic
Musicale,"Sundays at 10:30 p.m. Also, "Orchestral
Spectrum," Tuesdays at 10:30 p.m. and "BBC
Concert Hall," Thursdays at 10:30 p.m. And if you
happen to cut Dr. Ray Barfield's Shakespeare class,
you can hear him again on "Shakespeare Scene-byScene," Mondays at 9 p.m.
Those presenting any kind of cultural happening
in this area are invited to publicize their offering
through "Short Pants," a new weekly feature of the
Tiger.

JIM JORDAN plays the role of Macheath in the Clemson
University Players' production of "The Threepenny Opera."
Performances will be presented in Daniel Hall Auditorium April 4-6
and 11-13.
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Midnight Man: mingling with the celebrities
by Ginny Manning
The March 14 world premiere of
Universal Studio's "The Midnight Man"
briefly gave Clemson a taste of what it's
like to be the belly button of the universe.
And, with appropriate fanfare, Clemson
revealed an almost intrinsic human appetite for the chance to rub elbows with
celebrities or other reasonable facsimiles
of the famous. Though perhaps somewhat
disappointed that Burt Lancaster passed
up Clemson for Greenville, the crowd that
thronged the Astro III seemingly satiated
their lust for star-gazing with the appearances of co-star Susan Clark and
director Roland Kibbee at a red carpet
ceremony preceeding the debut of what
was rather unrealistically described as
"the most fascinating whodunit in years."
The festivities, executed in Clemson by
Astro Manager Al Libby, were
simultaneously held in Clemson, Greenville and Anderson, with Clemson and
Anderson sharing Kibbee and Clark while
Greenville enjoyed the speech-making
talents of Lancaster. The Clemson
preview, attended by a capacity crowd,
dressed in everything from rented tuxedos
to jeans, was highlighted by Mayor Kenny
Helton's misintroduction of Kibbee and
Susan Clark's truly sparkling personality.
Unfortunately, the cinematic exploits that
followed the appearance of the "stars,"
not reach the heights projected by the
Astro's marquee or indicated by the
premiere.
Because "The Midnight Man" was
filmed largely in the Clemson area last
year, and since the film utilized some local
talent, the first-night Clemson audience
probably viewed the flick with greater
expectations than most American
audiences will reserve for the movie. For
the Clemson viewer, the most amazing
aspect of the film is "wow," there's
Clemson in living color and well, yes, that
is Harold Cooledge acting. However,
there is little beyond the localized scenery
and a glimpse of a few familiar faces to

hold the interest of the movie-goer and the
confusing plot abounds in endless cliches
and unbelievable situations.
The story line revolves around a campus
policeman's relentless pursuit of the
"real" murderer of an emotionally unstable coed he has seen only three times.
The rent-a-cop, played by Burt Lancaster,
is also an ex-con, which allows the
audience to feel really sorry for him—he
shot his wife's lover in bed. That unfortunate circumstance also permits the
inevitable love interest between Lancaster
and Susan Clark, who portrays Lancaster's probation officer, to eracelessly
unfold. Cameron Mitchell masquerades as
a renagade Chief Jack Weeden of the
imaginary Jordan College with a highly
unlikely "Southern" accent.
Apparently, the often unnecessary and
unusual violence of "Midnight Man" is the
reason for the "R" rating. While bizzare
violence is a genuine aspect of rural
lifestyles in America and is generally (and
probably validly) associated with the
South, much of the blood and gore in
ROLAND KIBBEE and Susan Clark shine at "The Midnight Man." (Photo by L.Dumont)
"Midnight Man" insults reality.
Carolina and Clemson," he continued.
According to Kibbee, "Midnight Man"
than for his theatrical attempts. Eleanor
Since the people of Clemson and
isn't supposed to be "a movie with a
Ross of Anderson also displayed conAnderson were directly involved with the
message—it's just a good mystery, an
siderable natural talent in her role of the
labor pains of "Midnight Man," it is a
intriguing 'who dunit.'" The real mystery
redneck Nell and is reportedly congreat disappointment to see the end
of "Midnight Man," though, is why the
templating other offers.
.product be much less than what was hoped
audience is not allowed to figure the riddle
The decision to premiere "Midnight
for. The meandering action, the preponout for itself; instead of being shown who,
Maii" in South Carolina, Kibbee
derance of uncessary violence, the totally
what, where, etc., the entire dilemma is
remarked, was based on a request from
incredible and practically absurd ending
inadquately solved with a two-minute restate officials. "It was especially apt to
and the unoriginal dialogue combine to
cap of the unrelated events and far-fetched
preview the film in South Carolina," he
insure almost numbing boredom for any
revelations of unsupported characsaid, "because even if Southern cooking
viewer not intimately involved in the
terization (especially in the case of Susan
isn't up to its mythical standards,
search for familiar landmarks or his or
Clark). The predictable dialogue adds
Southern hospitality is great. The people
little to the faint atmosphere of suspense.
were all fantastic—particularly Harry
her roommate's back.
The final shot of Tillman Hall as seen
There are some high points in "Midnight
Durham of the communications center.
from the Rhodes building in the early
Man," Joel Kravitz provides what is
Everywhere we went, people went out of
morning light is almost enough to make a
supposed to be comic relief—he acts like
their way for us. Besides, half the
true Clemson fan think that the previous
he's on stage in Daniel Auditorium and, for
population is in the movie.
two hours was worth the wait for that one
once, his interpretation of what is acting
"The studio decided to go to the trouble
shot. Anyone else probably would have
works. Surely, Kravitz will be discovered
and expense of sponsoring a 'world
walked out long before.
for his exploits on the silver screen rather
premiere' to thank the people of South

Southern music reflects area lifestyles
About 200 people had the rare opportunity Tuesday night to hear authentic
Southern music performed by those who
understand it best — native musicians and
talented outside interpreters — in a successful program put together by a class in
Southern Literature and the College of
Liberal Arts. Attempting to represent a
comprehensive "Evening of Southern
Music," the program managed to capture
much of the broad spectrum that makes up
what is referred to as "Southern music," a
genre within the arts that South Carolina
has made a substantial contribution to.
Beginning with a stylized rendition of the
South's anthem, "Dixie," by an octet from
the University Chorus, the atmosphere
was immediately set for music that recalls
many social and religious traditions as
well as celebrating the merits of a
disappearing (if not completely vanished)
rural lifestyle.
Religion was an important foundation of
Southern society from the early 18th
century and the musical expression of
regard for the Deity is poignantly
revealed in what has come to be known as
The Sacred Harp music. A collection of
Baptist hymns edited by Benjamin White
of Spartanburg in 1844, The Sacred Harp
book forms an identifible convention of
four-part music and the Clemson United
Methodist Choir under the direction of
Edmund Winston, a Clemson faculty
member, reproduced the clear tones of two
Sacred Harp hymns.
One innovation in hymn-singing was
developed by seventeenth century New
Englanders to preserve traditional
congregational hymns and perfect the art
of singing. During the eighteenth and
nineteenth centuries, "singing schools"

enjoyed a tremendous popularity in the.
South, with many students, probably oftei.
illiterate, learning to sing without reading

notes by the "fas-so" method, demonstrated by the University Chorus octet.
The most moving presentation of the

evening, as well as one of the most invigorating, came from three black
spiritual singers. Accompanied by their
grandson, Jerry, Mr. and Mrs. Cannon of
Clemson and an unidentified neighbor
sang three authentic spirituals that
revealed an wealth of rhythm, form and
harmony within the simple, honest lyrics
praising God. Though not formally
trained, the Cannons displayed a genuine
love and understanding of music in their
renditions of the often little-appreciated
spiritual. "Please remember," observed
Cannon, "that any mistakes we make are
done out of love."
Following the black spirituals on the
program were the common folk ballads,
brought to the South largely from the
British Isles and accompanied by such
hand-made instruments as the dulcimer.
Linda Metzner and Nancy Quails sang
several of the most popular ballads, including the well-known "Bonny Barbara
Allen."
Winston returned with Dr. Richard
Underwood to exhibit a few bars of New
Orleans style jazz and its later developed
Detroit counterpart. Utilizing a clarinet
and piano, Winston and Underwood
illustrated the importance of improvisation in jazz. Though occasionally
called "Satan's music" jazz shares many
roots with black religious music and is
supposed to be an instrumental
representation of a black man's singing
voice.
Pat Welch and Benny Ray Queen of
Walhalla concluded the show with several
rousing bluegrass tunes on the banjo and
guitar, including "Foggy Mountain Breakdown" and "Wildwood Flower."
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CDA Presents
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Can the President manage the government?
by Earl Gatlin.
"This is a difficult time for the American
presidency, but it is not unique to the
presidency to have difficulty times,"
stated Dr. Richard Nathan, senior fellow
the Brookings Institute. On March 14 in
Daniel Auditorium, he discussed "The
President and the Bureaucracy in
Domestic Affairs" as part of the Future of
the "American Presidency Series.
Introducted as having the "distinction in
the minds of many as being the father of
the revenue sharing concept," Nathan has
been the deputy under-secretary of the
Department of Health, Education, and
Welfare and an assistant director of the
Office of Management and the Budget.
In examining domestic affairs and the
all-important relationship between the
President and the bureaucracy Nathan
warned that it "is necessary to think in
terms of the substantive government and
the way the government works as a
management organization to carry out its
policy."
As his example Nathan used Nixon's
domestic policy, the President's "New
Federalism." Nathan argued that Nixon's
idea was that the country needs to sort out
the responsibility of the government
because as it now stands our federal
system has every conceivable activity of
government going on at every level of the
government. "As a result, we don't have a
clear idea of who is responsible for getting
the job done," Nathan added.
"The Administration in the early days
proposed that we use a new device, a
revenue-sharing type program, to say that
in the future as we moved down the road in
domestic affairs when we set up policies
that instead of setting up specific
nationally controlled projects we would
provide resources to state and local
governments so that in big areas of policy
they can make their own decision,"
Nathan said.
Nathan then pointed out that this
revenue-sharing policy was closely related
with the Nixon welfare policy. He said one
of the goals in these policies is to keep from
creating more control and bureaucracy in
Washington. In this way more responsibility is placed upon the community and
the individual for establishing a welfare
strategy. "By providing the individual
with an adequate amount of resources he
can make his hown decisions," asserted
Nathan.
Since the premise of the "New
Federalism" was to assign more
responsibility to state and local governments in domestic policy, Nathan claimed
that the President's basic task was to
reduce the power of the "executive
establishment." According to Nathan.this
was manifest in a five-phase effort in the
first Nixon Administration to gain control
on the bureaucracy in Washington.

Nathan reports that in the first phase
"emphasis was placed on new legislation
and, as with most politicians and most
presidents, hardly any attention was given
to the President's role as a manager. In
fact, despite the Constitution which says in
Article One, Section Ten that the President
is the Chief executive of the government,
very few presidents and politicians are
managers by experience or orientation."
Nathan also noted that, in this first phase,
Nixon acted like his recent predessor.
But Nathan reported this method of
proposing legislation was not vey successful. "People around Nixon with a
different theory of domestic government
began looking for other ways to achieve
their basic purposes." Nathan added that
this search turned their attention to the
bureaucacy.
What they discovered Nathan said was
something that is becoming more
noticeable in American government every
day—"that is that operations in government is policy. What the bureaucracy does
day in and day out in setting regulations,
justifying budgets and in approving or
disapproving grants is making policy for
the government."
Immediately the White House began to
develop the "counter-bureaucracy."
Nathan reported that a new domestic
council was created as well a new stronger
office of management and budget.
"The idea of the second phase," stated
Nathan, "was to find ways for the White
House to control the bureaucracy and to

get control of the policy-making processes
that are a part of the routine tasks of
government."
One of the ways in which the President
was able to gain more control over the
bureaucracy was due to the broad wording
of the laws pertaining to domestic policy.
This in part was due to the expanding role
of the federal government.
The third phase was basically the implentation of the ways the Administration
sought to expand their control that they
came up with in phase two. "President
Nixon proposed a whole series of
management reform," said Nathan,
"changing the structure of the domestic
agencies so that his officials would have
line control
over
the
federal
bureaucracy."
According to Nathan, Nixon once again
tried to implement his proposals through
legislative action, and once again his plans
were not seriously considered. As a result
a fourth stage developed in the relationship of the President and the bureaucracy,
which Nathan claims "is really quite new
in American government."
Nathan elaborated that just before
Nixon's reelection the President called for
the resignation of all his cabinet and
subcabinet officials. According to Nathan,
Nixon was going to replace these men with
new people "who would be trusted
associates of the President." What this
meant was that Nixon was going to forget
about legislative change and concentrate
on change through the bureaucracy.

SAC elects Corker
Student Alumni Council (SAC) elected
Phyllis Corker as president for the 74-75
school year. Other officers elected by the
SAC, a service organization designed to
bring Clemson students and alumni of the
University closer together, were Vice
President, Rhett Atkins; Secretary, Buddy
Parton, and Public Relations Director,
Pam Lester.
SAC student representatives come from
the same geographical districts as the
National Clemson Alumni Association,
plus six major University service
organizations. They act as a channel of
student opinion to the Alumni National
Council, the governing body of the
Clemson Alumni Association.
"The Alumni Association provides
financial assistance to many student
activities, including homecoming, and
helps fund a number of student
organizations," said Miss Corker. "Its
chief thrust, however, is in the area of
academic enrichment for the Clemson
student through the R. F. Poole Alumni
Undergraduate Scholarshins anri Alumni

Upstairs

Teaching Professorships, for example.
"The goal of SAC is to make Clemson
students aware of these types of programs
that benefit students while they are
students, and at the same time draw undergraduate interest in the Clemson
Alumni Association," she continued.
Now just over a year old, SAC successfully completed a summer job referral
service for students during the summer of
1973. Over 100 students were placed in jobs
with companies in areas where they
desired summer work. Miss Corker has
announced that SAC will renew this
summer job referral service.
Other service projects of the SAC include distribution of telephone wall cards
to dormitory rooms in the fall, the selection of an Alumni Master Teacher to be
recognized for outstanding classroom
teaching, and an alumni publication
service for organizations on campus whose
total alumni number is larger than 200.
Future plans of the SAC include an information package for those students
recuperating in Redfern Health Center.

"We were on the brink of the President
creating in a very different way a new
concept of the office where the President
and his aides would manage the
bureaucracy and achieve change in the
government through a management
strategy," observed Nathan.
The fifth and final stage was marked by
Watergate and the collapse of this new
concept. Nathan said the current problems
facing the President which began with
Watergate "came to far outweigh the
interest that had been developed around
this new strategy." From this, Nathan
claims, our system returned to its
traditional niche with a legislatorpresident and a civil service structure that
is separate from the President.
Nathan noted that traditionally
presidential cabinets were politically
balanced with a Southerner, a Westerner,
a liberal, a conservative and so on with
people the President hardly knew while
Nixon's strategy in his second term was to
have cabinet officers who would be
"trusted lieutenants."
"Throughout the history of our
Executive Branch, the President's
management authority has been used very
sparingly," Nathan also pointed out.
Contrary to this, Nixon had to exert this
authority "so his chief aides would have
sign of authority to control the activities of
huge organizations of the government."
After asserting "we live in a period and
economy in which there is tremendous
growth in specialized and highly technical
organizations which control the major
institutions of our society," Nathan asked,
"If it hadn't been for Watergate, would it
make sense for a President to say 'I want
to take these decisions out of the hands of
the specialists and put them back in the
hands of the community'?"
Nathan related that the dilemna of
Watergate was that the President
surrounded himself by like-minded men
whose whole careers were tied up with
Nixon. But Nathan said this was necessary
in order for the President to take over the
bureaucracy.
"The customary model in Washington,"
said Nathan "was that the President
appoints people in his cabinet who think
differently from him. The dilemna is that
with a pluralistic government estblishment where people are all different
and usually people of national reputation
in their own right and you can't really run
anything. The question I see is whether the
President can manage the government."
Summing up the problem, Nathan said,
"Maybe with that dilemna of democracy
and the bureaucracy, the only way that the
President can make changes is to take
over and try to change the way the
bureaucracy operates. Yet we're boxed in
»«"»-" »oo by the experience of Watergate."
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Hilton Head gets new governmental plan

hv Kerry Capps
CaDDS
by

^-^

Hilton Head, located just off the South Carolina coast in
Beaufort County, is an island of stark contrast. Many of
the nation's wealthiest and most prominent persons make
their homes in the island's resort community areas, while
on the same small island lives a rural, predominantly
black community native to the island, a community which
until recently had been only marginally exposed to any
urban influences.
On Hilton Head can be found a classic example of the
struggle between the old and the new that takes place
wherever such a rural area suddenly finds itself faced
with the multifaceted problems of modernization. The
residents of Hilton Head are currently engaged in an
effort to provide for the simultaneous continuation of two
separate, but equally legitimate lifestyles on the island,
with a primary concern being that neither group prospers
at the expense of the other.
To help them with their problem of planning a government that not only would provide relief from an
inadequate system presently in effect, but that would
continue to function along with the continuing growth and
development of the island, last spring members of the
Hilton Head Community Association contracted the help
of Clemson University's department of political science.
An agreement was reached for the department to make
an in-depth study on the needs and the political considerations involved wit 1 island government, which was
to include a summation of options open to the island in
establishing a government and subsequent recommendations on what course of action the island should
follow.
The project, vhich was headed and co-ordinated by
Assistant Profesf or Horace Fleming and carried out with
the assistance - i faculty members Harold Albert, Jack
Tuttle, and Department Head Charles Dunn, was recently
completed and n ade available to Hilton Head residents in
the form of a 327 page published report. The report was
greeted with enthusiasm from island leaders, who at that
point decided that they should take up consideration of the
report without additional recommendations from
Clemson.
Two weeks ago, five of Hilton Head's most prominent
leaders visited Clemson to meet in a series of seminars
with the faculty and students of political science for extended discussion of the report. The group included Albert
0. Conner, president of the Hilton Head Community
Association and a retired It. general in the U.S. Army;
Benjamin M. Racusin, immediate past president of the
island group and the retired chief of personnel operations
for the Central Intelligence Agency; Alexander M. Turner, retired executive vice-president of Owens-Illinois;
Charles T. Booth, retired vice-admiral of the U.S. Navy
and the former commander of the Naval Air Force, and
Cabell B.H. Phillips, retired New York Times
correspondant and author of several books, including The
Truman Presidency.
In a panel discussion with Fleming's government
organization class, which is currently considering the
Hilton Head report as a part of that course, Turner explained why Clemson was brought into the study. "We

were suddenly struck with our tremendous growth rate on
the island," he said. "Things were changing so fast, so we
knew that we had to do something. We began looking for
someone more knowledgable than ourselves in this area."
Not all that many years ago there was no need for such
planning on the island, as Hilton Head was characteristic
of any Southern rural community. Within the last two
decades, however, the island has undergone a rapid
change. Several development companies bought up land
on the island and began to develop sections of the island
as private resort communities. From that point the
island's growth rate has skyrocketed. Projected
population estimates place the 1980 Hilton Head
population at over 19,000, up from the present population
of 7,500.
As the population of the island has grown, a system of
public service districts have been developed to provide
essential services to Hilton Head residents living in
development areas. These districts for the most part have
not been centralized, and are the responsibilities of the
individual development companies. The island also
receives some basic services from Beaufort County,
though the services supplied by the county do not

continued from page 20
by Marshall, an agent with a big name company can make
many sales and receive large commissions for them. The
college ranks provide an ample and ready supply of
potential sales.
At times, agents have recruited students as revenue
providers. Said one experienced young man, "I was told
by this friend that for every person that he could get to
listen to the sales talk, he would receive $2.1 listened so
that he'd get the two bucks."
Marshall said, "Most people are too gullible when it
comes to insurance. They don't resist the high pressure
and get stuck. I'm dead against it."
One student commented that the dwindling years of
insurability were dangled before her as an incentive to
buying. "I just couldn't see that the risk of uninsurability
increases from the time I'm a senior to my first year out
of school."
According to Marshall, however, "Insurability is
definitely a factor." She added that insurance is one of the
most important decisions that a young person makes in his
life. "Evaluation of the plan is what is important. There
are around 1,850 insurance companies is the U.S.—some
more substantial than others. It is impossible to know the
difference between all of them but important to know the
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correspond to the tax base that Hilton Head provides for
the county (43 per cent of all property taxes are collected
from the island.)
Island leaders feel that the public service district
system now in effect will be inadequate for satisfying the
island's future needs, and likewise that the residents
cannot depend solely on the county for providing government services in the future.
The report, based on the study of current available
services, revenue sources, projected growth rates, and
legal considerations, offered a list of 13 options for consideration by residents of the island. According to
Racusin, the residents will now go about organizing
themselves to consider the report, seeking to reduce the
accceptable options down to the point at which an islandwide referendum can be held to determine a plan for
government acceptable to all the people of Hilton Head.
In addition to the practical importance of the study to
the residents of Hilton Head, the academic value of the
report is also being realized. Tentative plans exist at this
time for the use of the report in several classes next fall, in
addition to the present use of the report as a case study in
government organization as a part of Fleming's course.

Insurance
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differences between the policies you are considering," she
noted.
"Some insurance agents harass the students so much
that they (the students) get a bad taste put in their mouths
for insurance. And when something good comes along,
they pass it up," Marshall continued.
Tate remarked that in his talks with the agent, nothing
was said about how his companny's premiums compared
with other plans and other companies' premiums. "The
main talk was about how many benefits his company
could provide," he said.
Marshall advised that one chose an indusrance company and an agent that are accessible. "You should get an
insurance company that is licensed all over the United
States because you don't know where you are going to be.
It is important to keep in contact with your agent in case
changes have to be made—like beneficiaries, amounts of
insurance, and things like that. You should always
remember that you are not just buying from an agent but
from a company."
"You've got to die to win" in many kinds of plans, said
Marshall. However, she feels that, with a little education
and a little more deliberation, some appropriate plan can
be found.
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If you think Kodak is just
pretty pictures, you ought to have
your chest examined.
When a chest x-ray shows that you have a potential
killer like TB or cancer, it's not a pretty picture. But it's an
important picture because it can help the doctor detect and
catch the killer in time.
When doctors are out to catch these potential killers,
they want the sharpest, clearest x-ray films they can get. And
that's why people at Kodak spend so many hours creating
new and better x-ray film equipment. Already, the results in-

clude convenience for the patient, economy for the hospital,
an even more useful tool for the radiologist—and, most important, reduced radiation exposure.
Researching and creating better x-ray films is good
for our business, which is why we went into them in the first
place. But it does our society good, too —which isn't a bad
feeling. After all, our business depends on our society—so we
care what happens to it.

Kodak

More than a business.
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Curbing abuse
A few weeks ago, while asleep in his room, a
University student was disturbed at 3:30 a.m. by
the refreshing and highly-inspiring sounds of
door-banging drunks. To their surprise, he
climbed out of bed, opened the door, took two or
three steps to the rear, and then whipped out a
sword. To no one's surprise, his admirers
quickly departed.
Though few students ever meet situations like
the one above, it does illustrate a problem that is
becoming a prevalent and very distressing
reality, a problem that reflects one of the
greatest areas of student apathy. The problem
concerns the lack of respect that some students
tend to have for the rights of those around them.
Countless students have issued complaints
about the quality of life in the school dormitories,
and many—at least those whose rights have been
abused almost incessantly—believe it to be
totally undesirable. Regardless of the hour,
there are always "free-spirited" students who
make it hard for those around them to live and
study peaceably. And it has become increasingly
difficult for many students to get the rest and
peace they are entitled to.
The most contemptible part of the problem is
that much of the abuse has been intentionalsome students just like to see how much they can
get away with, regardless of how their actions
might affect those living around them. However,
those who are victimized by such
thoughtlessness see the situation much differently.
For example, several male students attempted
to enter the rooms on the first floor of a women's
dormitory during the streaking activities three
weeks ago. In response, most of these women
were forced to shut their windows, and some
were ordered to. As a result of general
maliciousness, some of the furniture in the high
rise lounges has either been stolen or severely
damaged. There are countless other examples.
This is not to say that all Clemson students
are negligent. It applies only to those whose
behavior has repeatedly violated the rights and
general happiness of those around them. It is
only a small minority that perpetrate these
disturbances, but that in itself is a sufficient
number to create problems for those who are
not.
A concerted effort should be made to see that
certain residence hall regulations—particularly
those that would ensure a more acceptable environment for those who desire it—are enforced
more effectively. Those who are being paid to
impose order should take greater steps to do so,
taking whatever action is necessary to protect
the rights of the many students who do want
respect.
However, more students must adhere to these
rules if there is to be any improvement. Enforcing behavioral codes would help, but,
realistically, the problem can only be solved by
the students themselves.
Any students whose behavior might infringe
upon the rights of others should stop and
reexamine their priorities. Only then, perhaps,
will the situation improve.
ehrh hindman
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'Yes, Mr. President, we did get the tapes you sent...'

Goodbye waves
The Little Boy walked down the
beach, hand in hand with his
father. Overhead flew the
laughing gulls, while the sandpipers on the shore artfully
sidestepped the advancing
waves, only to again dart through
the foamy wake of the waves'
retreat. Two surf fishers,
husband and wife, faced into the
wind and maneuvered their lines.
The Little Boy loved the sea.
"Follow us!" cried the waves.
"Guess where we have been, and
wonder where we are going. The
ocean is the universe; come, and
we will show you."
The Little Boy kept walking,
hand in hand with his father. He
looked away from the waves, up
the beach to where the sea oats
grew, tall and yellow and tortured by the wind. Determined,
their flexible stalks thrust upward from the whispy sand
dunes, foaming a barrier to the
breezes.
Beyond the dunes was the
beach highway, black and hot,
difficult to run across with bare
feet. And beyond the highway—
the tourist cottages, the real
estate
offices
and
the
restaurants. Once more the Little
Boy turned toward the sea.
"Look at us," cried the waves.
"We are slaves only to the tide.
You can be as us and never die.
The ocean is the universe; come,
and we will show you."
Suddenly the Little Boy pulled
free from his father's hand, and
ran towards the sea. Bending
down, he picked up a bottle—a
bottle that had come with the
waves and had arrived at the end
of its course. And surely the

bottle contained a message. But
the Little Boy could not read. Yet
he could hear so well the plea of
the sea.
"Listen," whispered the
waves. "Listen to our story. We
will tell it ever so plainly, only
listen. Learn about the universe,
and you will never die."

and then maybe we can read your
message," he said.
But after lunch was nap time,
and the message was forgotten.
Only in the evening did the Little
Boy remember the paper on top
of the refrigerator. He climbed
up to get it, but it was gone. The
Little Boy's father helped look

Driftwood
by George A. Smith

"This message is too wet to
read," said the Little Boy's
father. "Wait until it dries;
perhaps then I can read it."
The Little Boy again firmly
grasped his father's hand, and
they walked. Up from the surf,
the beach, the fishers. Across the
dunes, through the sea oats. Over
the hot, black highway that was
difficult to walk on with bare feet.
Up to the rented tourist cottage.
And still the Little Boy heard the
waves' plaintive cry.
"Come back Little Boy! Do you
know where you are going?
Surely you can understand the
message of the sea. Only be with
us: the ocean is the universe, and
you will never die."
Inside the kitchen of the rented
cottage, the Little Boy's father
placed the wet message on top of
the refrigerator. Back where the
warm exhaust air from the
refrigerator would blow on it.
"There, it should be dry by lunch.

too. "It must have blown away,"
he said. The Little Boy walked
out in the yard to look around for
it.
The shadows of evening were
advancing towards the beach,
and the cool, gentle breezes from
the sea began to dispel the sultry
languidness of the summer afternoon. If there had ever been a
message, it was surely gone. But
still, ever so softly, the Little Boy
heard the phantom call of the
waves:
"Listen! and follow «s. Surely
you can understand the message
of the sea. The ocean is the
universe; follow us—you will be
free.
"Look! and follow us. See that
we are slaves to none, except the
constant tide. The ocean is the
universe; follow us—and never
die."
Editor's note: This is the final
column of "Driftwood."
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^ Coach Locke,
%\ please resign
I have just finished listening to
the usual Clemson loss in the ACC
tournament, and feel nothing but
sympathy for the outstanding
University Clemson is. But I find
it most difficult to comprehend
why the athletic echelon still
employs the services of Coach(?)
Locke.
It's very difficult to understand
how other coaches at ACC schools
can field a winning team continuously with the new coaches
beginning to win in their second
seasons (i.e. Maryland, Wake
Forest, etc.).
Clemson, after three disastrous
football seasons under Hootie
Ingram, realized its mistake and
has performed a miracle in
landing Parker.
How long will it take for the
Administration, and mainly the
students who also suffer from the
degradation of the miserable
record our basketball team
compiled this year, realize what
they need is a coach. Clemson has
a lot of good potential stars, but
Locke doesn't know how to
develop talent. South Carolina
usually fields four sophomores
and a junior and is ranked
number 10 in the nation. The
irreason—they have a coach.
For the good of Clemson, Locke

should be replaced now, so in a
few more years we can be
competitive in basketball as well
as the other teams they field.
One of the main reasons
Clemson doesn't win is the actual
dislike of Coach Locke by the
players themselves. If the
athletic director has any guts, he
should have a team meeting
called and ask the players to
actually voice their opinions of
the caliber of the coach leading
the cellar-dwellerw roundballers.
If Wayne Rollins wants to
become a true ACC star, he
should transfer immediately to
work under a coach who can help
him develop his great potential,
or he will find future pro clubs
snubbing their noses at him.
This letter is very caustic. But
as an alumnus, I find it a very
bitter pill to swallow to have to
admit I attended Clemson and
hear the snide remarks made
about its basketball program
which was supposed to be on the
move—it is, even more downward than when Bobby Roberts
did nothing with it.
Coach Locke, help—please
resign.
Jim Miles

Apathy candidate
claims Presidency
Since I ran as the Apathy Party
candidate and since those who

most eagerly supported my
platform demonstrated their
affiliation by not participating in
the election, I claim all votes not
cast as a vote for me. This, of
course, makes me the official
student body president. However,
I wasn't going to do anything
before and I'm not going to do
anything now.
George Batman

Cat mangier,
go to hell
You know who you are; I don't,
but I wish I did. You were driving
a van on Morrison Road on
Monday, Feb. 25, at about 3:30
p.m., when you maliciously ran
over a little black and white cat. I
know, because there was an
eyewitness who observed your
hatred for animals — cats
anyway. He saw you drive
straight into the cat without
slowing down or swerving to
avoid hitting it or even stopping
to see about it. Why should you
stop to see about it? You hit it on
purpose. You intended to kill it,
but you failed.
The eyewitness went back to
check on the cat and came to me
for help in finding the owner. I
took the cat home because it
would have frozen to death,
helpless on the side of the road. If
you could have seen that little
animal's mangled and gory eye,

The economy

Taxing noise pollution
by Ronald Watt

.

Noise is generally defined as unwanted sound —
any creak, bang, roar, blare, shriek or sound that a
person doesn't want to hear. Recently there has
been a growing concern about noise and its effects
on humans and their environment.
The word "noise" could have possibly originated
from the Latin word "nausea," meaning illness or
"noxia," meaning harm. Anyone subjected to
heavy doses of noise pollution would probably
agree.
The only important step taken by the American
government to relieve noise-abused U.S. citizens is
t'.m !»uing, on December 1, 1969, of the longawaited Federal Aviation Administration standards
on the construction of new commercial jets, the first
noise standards for aircraft ever issued by the FAA.
These requirements are that noise on approach may
not exceed 108 decibels for aircraft of 600,000 pounds
or above, or 102 decibels for aircraft weighing 75,000
to 600,000 pounds. There is a 93 decibel maximum
for smaller planes on take-off and flyover.
Even with all of the concern generated by environmentalists, the government seems to be incapable of devising a complete solution to the
problem of noise pollution. However, the solution is
quite obvious when examined from an economic
point of view.
Excessive noise is generally the by-product of
some form of service which has evolved because of
consumer demand. For example, jets are a major
contributor of noise; and yet, if jet transportation
were not demanded by consumers, there would be
no jets and no noise. Obviously, the solution is not to
haltiet transportation. The solution is, however, to
minufflze the noise produced by a jet. This is true
not just for jets, but for noise pollutants in general.
The best method for encouraging noise pollutants
to decrease the sound intensity is to place a tax on

noise. If industries are taxed for noise pollution, the
amount of pollution will decrease.
A tax placed on noise pollution would be passed
along to the consumer by the industries in the form
of increased prices. If prices rise, the quantity
demanded of the product will fall. Industries (in
order to maintain profits) would be forced to find
methods of decreasing their output of noise; this
would decrease the amount of tax paid by the industry, and would therefore decrease the cost of
production. The quantity demanded would rise back
to a profitable level for industry.
The money collected by the government from the
noise tax could be used to find methods of
decreasing noise which at first glance seems to be
unavoidable. The public would be the beneficiaries
of such action.
The type of noise tax placed on industries could be
quite simple. Each industry could be inspected
(unannounced) twice a year. For industries
classified as consistent polluters (those industries
who produce 80 decibels or more of sound for
greater than 10 hours a day) a tax of $100 for every
10 decibels above 80 would be appropriate. For
industries classified as nonconsistent polluters
(those industries who produce 80 decibels or more of
sound for less than 10 hours a day) a tax of $50 for
every 10 decibels above 80 would be appropriate. An
annual noise tax would almost immediately serve
as a deterrent to the amount of noise pollution now
being produced.
Taxation is an economic solution which would
greatly alleviate the problem of noise pollution.
Once the public realizes that many of the problems
which face our society are solved easily by methods
similar to the one just described, great changes
may be made to benefit society as a whole.

you would've been sick right on
the spot. I hope he wasn't hurt
badly enough internally so that
he will die or be paralyzed, but he
will probably never see out of his
damaged eye. Besides that, he
will always be disfigured.
With hate in your heart, you
tried to destroy an innocent
animal who has as much of a
right to live as you do. Would you
deliberately run into a human
being without trying to avoid
hitting him ? If you did, would you
go back to see if he was alright?
Why kill an animal? They
deserve to live as much as you —
maybe more.
This particular little cat would
never harm anyone. He loved
everyone and openly showed his
affection.
I do not wish bad for anyone,
but you deserve the worst. This
one time, I do wish you the very
worst. You're not fit to be called a
human being. To hell with
"people" like you who dislike and
maliciously try to destroy
animals. I think no more of you
than you thought of that cat.
You're a sick person.
D. M. Pope

To streak or
not to streak
To streak or not to streak, that
is the question.
Whether 'tis better to bare
oneself before the University, or
to suffer while watching others in
gleeful play.
Should we commit ourselves to
open expression, or subject
ourselves to the Democrat in
Sumter who shakes his head at
God's most wonderful creation.
We are exposing the beauty of
life, shrugging our wraps of
social command in a celebration
of those who are free.
AMEN
Kevin Eugene House

Toilet tissue
shortage solved
Every once in a while, we run
out of toilet tissue in Johnstone
Hall. However, I have found a
reasonable substitute—any letter
written Fred E. Wood Jr.
It saddens my heart to know
that even a college education
can't lift some people from such
childlike ignorance. I do wish
they could grasp the concept that
not everyone over 30 years old is
always right.
Judge Gentry should be given a
fair chance—to resign, that is. He
has been wrong (any newspaper
file will bear this out) and will
probably be wrong again. You
can't teach an old dog new tricks.

to present to basketball fans
shows that Clemson can certainly
be proud of. They have performed faithfully for 11 home
games, not for their own benefit,
but for the sake of maintaining
spirit for a top-notch basketball
program.
Why, then, when the Maryland
ame was televised, was the
special show that the band and
Rally Girls had prepared for halftime scrapped for a rather dull
Karate demonstration? I am sure
these two groups must be highly
insulted, as I would be in their
position.
I can understand the athletic
department's desire to televise
an unusual show, but, in my
opinion (and the opinions of many
other students, judging from the
comments I heard) the Rally
Cats would have been a much
more interesting, Clemsonoriented, and deserving group to
be presented at half-time.
Perhaps the person responsible
for this gross injustice to the band
and Rally Cats does not realize
what improved, well-plished and
impressive shows the two groups
have been delivering this year.
They should have been featured,
rather than ignored.
It is my opinion that someone
owes the Pep Band and Rally
Cats an apology for his underestimation of their dedication
and high-quality performances
which have added so much to the
basketball program.
Cheves Boyce

Students go to
bat for issues?
In the March 11 issue of
Newsweek, there appears an
article that the students of this
University should glance at.
Kermit Lansner, in his article
"Campus Snapshots," takes
several wild guesses at this
deafening quiet which we as
college students portray after
Watergate.
"Sometime," reports Lansner,
"it seems that indignation itself
has finally gone out of fashion."
He believes that the students
have endless problems of coping
with this gigantic institution.
Let us face but one problem at
a time. It is the leaders of today
who sit in the college
classrooms—who have the
composure during Watergate and
the energy shortage. We know
ourselves that today the violence
of the sixties would endanger the
constitutional structure of the
federal government.
"Walk softly and give that big
stick to Congress" is the word to
watch, but if the bat is abused,
America may certainly find a
crushing force of totally disenchanted students.
Vance Harris

Samuel T. Mitchum Jr.

Rally Cats and
band Kung-fued
The Rally Cats and Pep Band
have worked several hours a
week since August in an attempt

Letters to The Tiger should be
typed (triple-spaced) if possible.
The editors reserve the right to
edit or withhold from publication
letters longer than 250 words.
Letters Should include the
writer's name, address and
telephone number. This information will be withheld upon
request
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Brantley anticipates challenge
by Susan Truett
Clemson University has elected its first
black student body president, Reggie
Brantley, who defeated Jerry Stonemetz in
a run-off election held March 12.
Not surprised by the outcome, Brantley
said that he is "looking forward to the
challenge." He expects to "learn a lot
about people and myself. I expect a few
frustrations, but also many accomplishments."
One of Brantley's major concerns is
improving communications between
Student
Government
and
the
Administration, and between Student
Government and the students. This is
something he had emphasized earlier.
"My major function will be speaking to
the Administration and letting them know
what the students are thinking," he
related. He plans to attend all dormitory
meetings at the beginning of next semester
to get acquainted with the students and
find out what they want.

BRANTLEY

discuss experimental meal plans
Hopefully, alternative meal plans will be
available by next semester.
Forming a cabinet will be his most
urgent need. He must appoint an attorney
general, student body secretary, student
body treasurer, Central Spirit Committee
chairman, ombudsman and someone to
coordinate next semester's pageants.
Brantley is now a member of the
Administration's planning council and the
National Alumni Association.

"One of the things I plan to do is going
door to door, seeing people, asking them
how they feel about certain issues, explaining my position and just generally
finding out what the students want. I think
the president of the Student Senate, maybe
the attorney general, and any of the
senators should go door to door as much as
they can," he remarked.
Phil Jackson, the newly-elected vice
president of the student body, will be his
chief associate. They plan to send letters to
all campus organizations asking them to
draw up a list of things they'd like to see
done at Clemson.

"I want to express my appreciation to all
the students who voted for me," he stated.
"I pledge to them and to all the students a
sincere effort to work for their interests, to
listen to their problems and desires, and to
be a spokesman to the Administration.

This weekend, Brantley and Jackson
will attend a workshop in Myrtle Beach for
South Carolina Student Government
leaders.
Brantley will be learning more about the
duties of his position in the next few weeks.
He intends to meet with John Talantis,
director of the University dining halls, to

"I invite anyone who has any ideas or
suggestions about projects for Student
Government to talk to me. I would also like
to thank all those who worked in my
campaign," he concluded.
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Clemson recorder explains job

by Chester S. Spell

Although he is not known to many students at
Clemson, Jim Burns holds several positions which
are of significance to students, faculty and many
residents in this county. This is particularly true
because Burns' involvement both in and out of the
University concerns widely different areas of work.
In his association with Clemson, Burns is the
associate director of the communications center in
addition to being the office University recorder. His
responsibilities as recorder are probably the least
known since his function here is frequently substituted by one of several Pickens County
magistrates. According to Burns, "The title of
University recorder is given the same authority as a
magistrate under South Carolina law, within a
given territory" and he added, "my authority
ceases off this campus."
Serving in some capacity with the University for
the past 14 years, Burns has been recorder for the
last four years. "The position is one appointed by
the governor," explained Burns "upon recommendation by the University Board of Trustees.
"During the past 4 years, 99 per cent of the cases
which I have been concerned with have dealt with

traffic violations," Burns explained, adding, "In
these cases I am always willing to listen, and if
there is any doubt in the case it is always resolved in
favor of the accused. I can see that there are at
many times reasons for a student to illegally park.
Although these traffic cases have concerned
Clemson Students for the most part there have been
a few cases involving 'visitors' and University
personnel, but not many."
As for the cases he considers apart from traffic
affairs, Burns stated "The one per cent of my cases
which are not concerned with traffic are brought to
me when the magistrate in Central, Bill Gaines, or
some other magistrate is not available." He says
that these cases have covered several types of
violations but again emphasizes that all of them
together constitute "only a few dozen cases over the
last four years."
Speaking on specific cases such as narcotics
arrests, Burns says "In the past year I have issued
only two search warrants and two arrests warrants
for drugs, and in the past four years I have decided
about half a dozen other cases concerning drugs."
Burns also commented that he has presided over a
few stolen goods cases, all concerning students,

again saying that he was brought in because "no
other magistrate was available in the area."
For all cases brought to him, Burns said, "The
maximum fine which I can impose is $100 or 30 days
in jail, but not both." He has sent six people to jail in
the past four years. "Some of these were drunken
driver cases in which I felt the accused had to be
confined for safety. The longest confinement in
these cases was 3 days."
In regard to the cooperation of students and
University as a whole, Burns seemed ready to
priase. "Since almost all of my activity as recorder
concerns Clemson students, I can say that this is
one of the finest student bodies that I have seen
anywhere." He also said that the departments of
security, traffic and student affairs, with which he
works closely, have always been cooperative with
him.
In addition to his work as recorder, Burns is also a
probation supervisor on a voluntary basis for
Pickens County. It is this work which he seems to
enjoy most. "Even though I receive no compensation for being a probation supervisor, as I do
in being recorder, I enjoy the work as supervisor
because I can give counseling and advice to both
students and non-students."

IT'S ALWAYS WORTH THE DRIVE!
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On January 31, T974f / applied for a beer license for the
building previously occupied by Harper's Dime Store.
During the investigation by the ABC Commission, a protest was lodged by the police chief and several down
town merchants; therefore a hearing was set for March 4,
1974 by the full ABC Commission to hear both sides of
the protest. Saturday, March 2, I974f the Clemson City
Council met and passed a resolution by a vote of 4 to 2
allowing Mayor Helton and Chief Wardlaw to go to the
hearing and make their protest known. City Council also
allowed the city attorney, Ken Acker, to accompany the
Mayor and Police Chief to provide legal advice.
Votes In Favor Of Resolution

Votes Against Resolution

Tom Lynch

B. R. Skelton

Jimmy Whitlock

Bill Baron

Catherine Smith
Mary Dusenberry

Merchants Going to Columbia to Oppose The License
Martin Wilkes - Martin's Drug Store

• Charles Brewer - Brewer's Union

Grace Wilkes - The Clemson Scene
Robert Snoddy - Clemson Jewelers

76 Station
• James Spearman - Mr. Knickerbocker's

Gene Lewis - Kay's Shop
Morris Newton - Clemson Shoe Service
..■ ■'• * it B L
*L
AI Burgess - Charlie & Al's Barber
Shop

and James Barber Shop
• Betty
- Mr. Knickerbocker's
w Spearman
r

Clara Jo Hayes - representing Gurley Construction
Bill White - representing Elaine Dobson of Dobson Hardware

Private Citizens Who Went On Record As Opposed to
the Issuance of the License
Mrs. Jack Tuttle

• Police Chief Wayne Wardlaw

Mary Dusenberry

• Mayor K. R. Helton

I just thought the students should know.

/)
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DON JONES CUSTOM STEREO %
THE ALTEC FACTORY REPRESENTATIVE WILL BE HERE ON

ISA will meet Monday, 7 p.m., YMCA
"Bahamas Night" will be featured. All interested students are invited to attend.
BILL TREADWILL of Spartanburg will
conduct a session on the "Identity Crisis"
Sunday, 8 p.m.. Baptist Student Union
Center on College Drive. All interested
students are invited.
CLEMSON PHOTO CLUB will meet Monday, 7:30 p.m., 208 Sirrine Hall. This is a
very important meeting as elections and a
vote on a new constitution will be held. All
members are asked to be present.
HAROLD J. OLIVER of the University of
New South Wales, Sydney, Australia, will
lecture on "The Enlish Language in
Australia and America," April 3, at 4 p.m. in
Daniel Auditorium. The lecture is sponsored
by the department of English, and all
students, faculty and members of the
community are cordially invited.

TUESDAY, APRIL 2, TO ANSWER YOUR QUESTIONS AND GIVE
AWAY A FREE PAIR0F ALTEC S91-A SPEAKERS.
**4flfc

U* ^

I*9

654-4732

IN THE CLEMSON SHOPPING CENTER

<

WU COME!!

CHRISTIAN MINISTERS will sponsor a
spring retreat with Winthrop and Spartanburg Colleges at Ridgecrest, N. C, April
5-7. All interested persons should call 6544101 by Friday for further information.
ANYONE interested in gymnastics
(faculty and students) should contact Ky
Ostergard in C-509, 654-9956, or write box
6386. If enough interest is shown, new gym
equipment will be ordered.
STUDENTS who will not be living here this
summer are advised by the Clemson Post
Office to send change of-address forms out
as soon as possible, to avoid the delayand
cost of having magazines and newspapers
forwarded. It normally takes four to six
weeks for publications to change an address.
CAMPUS BULLETINS must be submitted
no later than Tuesday, 9 p.m. No bulletins
will be accepted after that deadline.

student
union
FRIDAY:
Free Flick in Amphitheater—"Silent
Running," 8 p.m.
"Play Misty for Me," runs through Sat.,
YMCA theater, 7 and 9 p.m.
SATURDAY:
"Bengal Ball," Y-Beach, 11 a.m.-11 p.m.,
adm. 50 cents.
Coffee House concert—"Dawson Boys,"
adm. 50c.
SUNDAY:
"Pioneer Equipment Display," noon-10
p.m., Daniel.
"Count Yorga, Vampire" and "Captain
Marvel," YMCA theater, 8 p.m.
MONDAY:
"Marionette Workshop," 4 p.m., free.
"Canterbury Tales Marionette Show,"
Food Industries Aud., 8 p.m., adm. 50 cents
"Superfly: TNT," YMCA theater, 7:20 and
9 p.m., plays through Wed.
TUESDAY:
"Leatherworking short course," 7:30 p.m.,
YMCA.
THURSDAY:
"Billiards Exhibition by Jack White," 7:30
p.m., YMCA.
"Simon of the Desert," 8 p.m., Lowry Aud.
"The Great Northfield Minnesota Raid,"
7:20 and 9 p.m., plays through Sat.

classifieds
FOR SALE: One pair of Head 320E Skiis,
Lange boots, Humanic molded boots, and
one water bed. First reasonable offer accepted. Call Paul at 654-1104 after 10 p.m.
LOST — One pair of brown mens glasses in
black plastic case. Lost somewhere between
library and chemistry building. Reward.
Call David at 7777 or Sally at 8409.

J. P. Stevens
can take on a
good tiger team
any day of
the week!
The Clemson Plant of Stevens has part-time openings especially for
Clemson students, who want to team up and earn good pay during the
school year. You and your buddy can split an 8-hour shift or a six-day
work week on the 2nd and 3rd shifts. The Clemson Plant also has full-time
jobs available on the 2nd and 3rd shifts.
Join in working with other Clemson students and enjoy the excellent
employee benefits of J. P. Stevens. No experience is necessary; Stevens
will train you on the job. The Clemson Plant wants to talk with you today.
Apply at the Stevens Personnel Office at the Clemson Plant on Lake
Hartwell.

WANTED: Car to rent one day a week for
local errands. Call 639-6511 anytime. '
PHOTOGRAPHERS —Artists and Authors:
New publication desires unpublished pictorial essays, art work, poems, and short
stories. Send material to Celebration, Inc.,
P.O. Box 731, Laurens, South Carolina, 29360.
Color photography must be in the form of
transparencies. Return guaranteed for all
work not published.
MODEL NEEDED — Girl, dressed,
brunette, long hair. Can be wig if natural
looking. Bashnan Studio, Downtown
Clemson.
FOR SALE — One Flute, six months old,
used only for practice. Very good condition.
S150 or best offer. Call 644-7571 after 6 p.m.
LOST — Dunlop Maxply tennis rackett, lost
on court 11 Sunday, March 10. Contact H. G.
Leforte at 656-3038 in the Ceramics Building,
or at 639-2583.
FOUND — 12 inch slice rule with pigskin
case. Found in the Economics Department,
Sirrine Hall.
EUROPE-ISRAEL-AFRICA — Travel
discounts year-round. Student Air Travel
Agency, Inc., 201 Allen Rd., Suite 410,
Atlanta, Ga. 30328, or call (404) 256-4258.

J. P Stevens & Co., Inc.
Clemson Plant — Clemson, South Carolina
An Equal Opportunity Employer
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Tiger senior staff elections conducted
Incumbent Tiger editor Nancy
Quails was unanimously reelected during senior staff
elections March 10, despite efforts by radical candidate
Horatio Schwartz to unseat "the
powerful Queen Quails."
Quails, who ran under the
campaign slogan "One More
Year," accepted notice of her

victory quite calmly, saying "I'm
proud to have such an expression
of public confidence and will
continue to give students the
accurate,
informed
news
coverage that has characterized
my Administration."
Despite the unanimous backing
of senior staff members, Quails
was heavily criticized by junior

staff member Schwartz who
claimed that her re-election
would "concentrate entirely too
much power in the hands of one
who has proven time and time
again that she cannot deal with
the severe pressures of the office." Also, he said that Quails
once had a "fit of rage" in the
Tiger office and threatened to

challenge

resign, whimpering "'you won't
have me to kick around any
more.'" "Very undignified
conduct," Schwartz stressed.
The new editor has shown little
reaction to Schwartz's criticisms.
She stated confidently that she
"could handle the office quite
adequately" and cited her past
accomplishments, stressing her
"great strides in the field of offcampus affairs."
According to Quails, increased
concentration will be placed on
staff organization during her
second term. She said that staff
will be tighly coordinated under
her close advisor Chris Hindman,
the newly-elected managing
editor. Hindman, a junior
English major from Spartanburg, claims to have no further political ambitions despite
his current powerful position in
the Tiger hierarchy.
Quails said that she is pleased
with the other new senior staff
members and is certain they will
"maintain the high caliber of
conduct and performance" that
is required of their stations.
Debbie Grahm, a junior from
Harleyville, returns for a second
term in the Quails administration. An English major,
she will retain the powerful news
editor position.
A newcomer to the Tiger staff,

Susan Truett, a freshman
psychology major, will serve as
assistant news editor. She is from
Manning.
Heading the features staff will
be Eileen Moore, a junior English
major from Clemson. Also
handling features material,
especially campus theatrical,
artistic and musical events, will
be George Smith, a senior from
Clemson majoring in education.
Smith will hold the newly-created
position of media editor.
Kerry Capps, a political
science major from Easley, will
once again serve as sports
editor. No changes have been
made in the Tiger business staff.
Harriet Hutto, a sophmore from
Columbia majoring in medical
technology, will serve her second
term as business manager, and
the jovial Phil Foss, a junior from
Fort Mill, majoring in math, will
return for another year as advertising manager.
Keith
Brinkley, a freshman pre-dent
major from Anderson, will
continue as office manager, while
Ben Green, an electrical
engineering major from Irmo,
will remain as circulation
manager.
In the photography editor
position will be John Rowntree a
sophomore from Johnsonville.

Soundtrack Selection Album
and Tape Accessories

See our new selection of
Country and Western tapes
and large selection of other
tapes and albums
SPECIAL ORDERS WELCOMED
CLASSICAL
COUNTRY WESTERN
ROCK AND ROLL

BARNETT
MUSIC CENTER
Our Officer Selection Officers are looking for a few good college men—
maybe 3 out of 100—who will make good Marine officers. If you're one of
them, we'll give you a chance to prove it during summer training at Quantico, Virginia.
Our program is Platoon Leaders Class, PLC. With ground, air and law
options. You might even qualify for up to $2,700 to help you through college.
But if money is all you're looking for, don't waste your time.
The challenge is leadership. If you want it, work for it. If you've got it,
show us. It's one hell of a challenge. But we're looking for one hell of a man.
CP1.74
/-T^P?S^P>

Box 38901
Los Angeles, California 90038

ffM^~YfW
QEjIj^

Please send me information on
Marine Corps Platoon Leaders
Class. (Please Print)
Aae

Name
Address

II

City

State

Class of

School
Phone

Zip

Social Security #

If you are a senior, check here for information on Officer Candidates Class □.

Downtown Clemson

AT THE

Featuring Delicatessen
Cold Cuts
Danish Ham
Sliced Turkey Breast
Hard Salami
Imported Swiss
Cold Cut Special
Our Submarine Sandwich
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Commission offers aid to drug and alcohol abusers
by Jack McKenzie
ciemson students seeking help and
guidance with alcohol and other drug
related problems can be aided by two
centers newly created by the Oconee
County Commission of Alcohol and Drug
Abuse.
The Commission opened a drug
education, counselling and information
center on Jan. 2 in the old city hall building
of Walhalla. Since then, a center has also
been opened on Main Street in Seneca.
The Commission's Executive Director
and supervisor of the centers, Larry
Abernathy, described the number of
University students involved in Commission-sponsored programs as "pretty
limited". The centers, since opening, have
involved only four Ciemson students.
Noting that Ciemson is part of the area
under the Pickens County Commission's
jurisdiction, Abernathy suggested that
some students may seek help in Pickens
while others may rely on campus counselling. He observed, however, that the
Seneca center is closer to Ciemson than
the Pickens center and that any student
desiring aid is welcomed at either office.
Charged by law to develop plans dealing
with drug abuse in Oconee County, the
Commission's major goal, according to
Abernathy, is to provide information and
counselling services and to refer clients

with serious problems to various treatment centers around the state.
A second aim of the Commission is to
rehabilitate persons convicted of driving
under the influence of alcohol. This is
accomplished primarily through an
Alcohol Safety Action Program which has
had great success across the state.
Education and prevention are also areas
in which the Commission is involved.
Abernathy described programs designed
for elementary school students as
stressing "value classification" and "self
concept" rather than concentrating on the
"horrors" of drug abuse. Programs for
civic and church groups are also conducted.

A fourth concern is program development. Abernathy, who formerly taught
English at Ciemson, hopes that programs
to provide for counselling in the mills and
plants of the county and in the rural areas
will also be funded.
Though alcohol abuse is the most
frequent problem handled by the centers'
staffs, drug related cases come in
"waves", stated Abernathy. He anticipates a normal case distribution of
three clients with alcohol related problems
for each single client with a drug problem.
The reason for the high number of drug
abusers in the area are many, explained
Abernathy. First, the location is ideal for
obtaining drugs. With Atlanta so near and

Ciemson debate team advances
Clemson's discussion team has placed
for the third consecutive year in the finals
of the Annual Contest for Public
Discussion.
Members Kathy Hubbell (chairperson)
David Ayers, Tom Pender and Cantey
Wright placed first in the semifinal round
of the contest, which is in its twenty-second
year, at Kent State University. Their taped
discussion will compete in the final round

at the Central State Speech Communication Association Convention in
Milwaukee, Wisconsin.
The team's discussion of "How can the
government best protect the American
consumer" defeated California State
University-San Diego and Hanover College
(Indiana) in the final round.
Ciemson placed first in 1973 and second
in 1972.

Ciemson in tne immediate area, drug
distribution is heavy. Distribution is
usually heaviest near university campuses
and military installations, he said. Second,
there is an acute lack of knowledge on the
part of local residents about how to deal
with drugs. Third, high school students
tend to emulate college students and are
easily influenced by campus pushers and
users.
Creating a verbal picture of the average
area drug abuser, Abernathy said the
typical client is between the ages of 17 and
23, has a tenth grade education and started
using drugs at around 14 years of age.
Abernathy broke drug users into four
categories: the experimenter, the social
user, the problem abuser and the addict. It
is with the last two categories that the drug
abuse centers are most concerned.
Abernathy, who holds a masters degree
in psychology, stressed that clients are
treated individually and personally. A
recently passed state law protects the
Commission from having to disclose information concerning clients. Everything
is done in strict confidence.
Through interviews, programs and
counselling over the phone, the Oconee
centers seek to provide hope for persons
with serious drug problems.

NOW SHOWING
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Music by DAVE GRUSIN ■ Based upon the novel 'THE MIDNIGHT LADY
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WRANGLER
SPORTSWEAR
creates with
Cone Cotton Denim
flared pants for all
walks of college
life, from campus
to sand dunes.
Comfortable
Cone 100% cotton
denim. Sizes 3/4
to18.Askfor
Wrangler at your
favorite campus
store today.
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ALL
SEATS
$2.00

WHAT DO YOU GET WHEN
YOU CROSS A HORNY BULL
WITH A RHINO?
AN EARTHQUAKE.
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PC0NE MILLS ■ 1440 BROADWAY, NEW YORK. NY 10018

1 oz. Montezuma Tequila.
5 oz. CONCENTRATED ORANGE
BREAKFAST DRINK.Over ice.
It's sensational, and that's no bull. _L HiUj/LJ_LJ_J/\.
C1974. 80 Proof. Tequila*. Barton Distillers Import Co., New York, New York.
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sports
Netters up record to 10-2; face
Wake and Harvard next

by Kerry Capps
Basketball season is all over now, and looking back it was really a
pretty good season for the Tigers. Perhaps the most notable accomplishment of the 1973-74 season came with the Tigers establishing
themselves as the best basketball team in South Carolina. That's right
— by unanimous vote of the Tiger sports staff Clemson has been
named South Carolina's team of the year for this season.
By employing a special brand of logic, as unorthodox and somewhat
biased as we admit it may be, it becomes obvious that since Clemson
beat Furman twice, and Furman beat South Carolina, while Clemson
and Furman both beat The Citadel, then Clemson is the best of the four
with its 3-0 record against
state competition. Furman finished
second at 2-2 while the Gamecocks managed to edge out The Citadel
for third place 0-1 to 0-3.
Although that may not exemplify the most flawless of reasoning, it's
all that anyone has to go on until a certain coach from a certain school
descends from his self proclaimed pedestal and decides to associate
with the state's basketball "peasants" on a voluntarv basis.
Seriously, it was a season in which the Tigers showed definite improvement in a number of areas. They finished with Clemson's first
winning season since 1967. They won two invitational tournaments, in
the process beating two teams that went on to the NCAA playoffs. In
addition they knocked off NIT champ Purdue, and threw scares at
several of the nation's top ranked teams. Were it not for a couple of
periods of unexplainable inconsistency and a few bad breaks, the
Tigers would have finished considerably better than 14-12.
We've come a long way since 1970, and the improvement may well
be in the process of accelerating, as last week Tates Locke announced
the signing of four top high school players to Clemson basketball
grants. The first signee is Stan Rome, a 6-5 forward from Valdosta,
Georgia. Rome, who was an Ail-American in both football and
basketball, averaged 28 points per game last year as a junior and then
came back to average 32 points a game last season. A 9.8 speedster in
the 100-yard dash, Rome collected an average of 20 rebounds per game
during his last two seasons.
A chief factor in the signing of Rome was Tree Rollins, who played
against Rome while at Crisp County High. Rome said that he "wanted
to play at a school which would give me the best chance to start as a
freshman, and to play, if possible with a friend."
Locke's second recruit was another All-American, Skip Wise, a 6-4
guard from Dunbar's High School in Baltimore, Maryland. Wise
averaged 23 points a game during his three year high school career,
while hitting on an unbelievable 80 percent of his shots from the floor.
He also averaged nine rebounds and seven assists per game.
Wise's high school now has a victory streak of 47 games stretching
back over a three year period, and is expected to break the national
record now held by Bill Walton's high school for consecutive wins.
Dunbar;s season is not yet concluded. Last season Wise was a major
factor when his team broke the 43-game winning streak of DeMatha
High in Hyattsville, Maryland, always one of the top basketball
schools in the nation. Wise scored 38 points in that game while guarding Adrian Dantley, now a freshman starter for Notre Dame. Wise
was voted athlete-of-the-year in the city of Baltimore last year.
Two South Carolina natives round out the four players signed by
Locke last week. The third player to sign was Colon Abraham, a 6-6
forward from Darlington's Mayo High. Abraham, who averaged
better than 25 points a game for four years, was contacted by more
than 250 schools from all over the country. He carried Mayo to a 50-19
record over the past three seasons and to the state finals last season,
while breaking almost every school record at Mayo.
Abraham cited the Atlantic Coast Conference and his confidence in
Tates Locke as the primary reasons that he chose Clemson over all the
other schools that offered him grants.
The latest player to sign with the Tigers is Jim Howell from
Williston. Over the past two seasons he averaged 27 points and 17
rebounds per game for Williston-Elko High. Howell said that he chose
Clemson "mainly because of the interest their coaches have shown in
me".
The other ACC schools will also experience recruiting successes this
year, as always, but any of them will,be hard-pressed to surpass the
quality of players that Locke has already signed. If these four players
can come on to perform as well here as their high school credentials
indicate that they will, then the lean days may finally be over for
Clemson basketball.

by Richard Byrd
Since March 7 Clemson's tennis
team has rolled to victories in six
of seven matches, with the only
loss coming at the hands of
nationally ranked Miami of
Florida. Miami, along with
perennial favorite Stanford, is a
co-favorite to win the NCAA title.
The six Clemson wins came over
Western Kentucky, Swarthmore,
Rollins, Florida International,
Miami Dade South, and The
Citadel.

"If Asif (Husain) and Howie
(Orlin) recover soon, we'll be in
business. Herb Cooper is better
and everyone is playing smarter
tennis than they did a year ago,"
he said.
The Tiger netters face a stiff

challenge as they move into the
meat of the conference schedule,
but led by Captain Bhanu Nunna,
undefeated in conference play so
far, the team appears to be in
good shape for a strong finish.

Head coach Bill Beckwith
heaped praise on the play of Herb
Cooper, Clemson's only winner
against powerful Miami. He
continued by saying, "We have
either won big or lost big so far
this year."
The Tigers now stand 10-2 on
the season. Saturday they host
Wake Forest at 10 a.m., and on
Sunday Harvard will visit.
Starting time for the match with
the always tough Crimson is 2
p.m. Beckwith cites the Wake
match as being extremely important, since it is a conference
match and will go a long way in
determining seedings for the
conference tournament later this
spring.
Beckwith views the conference
race as a four team affair among
North Carolina, Virginia, Duke,
and Clemson. He also said,
"Maryland could also be tough,
led by John Lucas in the number
one slot."
Presently, the Tigers are
beseiged with injuries to key
players and this could hurt the
Clemson chances

SENIOR HERB Copper, back in form after an early season injury,
picked up Clemson's only win against nationally ranked Miami of
Florida during the Tiger netter's spring break trip south. The team
finished the trip with a 4-1 record.

Coach Jones calls '74 Tiger
golfers Clemson's best ever
"We aren't champions yet, but
we're on our way," said head golf
coach Bob Jones. "This year's
team is the best golf team
Clemson has ever had."
Directed by Jones and
assistant coach Bobby Robinson,
the golf team opened the spring
season with playing that indicates a bright future for the
Clemson golfers. During the
spring holidays the team participated in the Red Fox
Collegiate Invitational Golf
Tournament in Brevard, N.C.
and in the Palmetto Collegiate
Invitational in Orangeburg, S.C.
At the Red Fox tournament the
team placed second in a field of
fourteen teams, with East
Tennessee State University
capturing first place. Clemson's
Billy Rigby, who lead the tournament the first two days,
finished second in individual
competition with scores of 74-7779, and Bill Shipley of Clemson

took third place with 76-77-81.
Medalist for the tournament was
East Tennessee State's Skeeter
Heath who edged Rigby by one
stroke. Miami of Ohio finished
third, twelve strokes behind
Clemson.
Playing 7500 yards, the course
at Red Fox will probably be the
most difficult course the golfers
will play this spring. On the last
day only six players in the entire
tournament field broke 80.
In Orangeburg Clemson ranked
eighth among twenty-two teams.
Georgia Southern lead the
tournament all three days and in
the final tally. The results of the
tournament were so close that
Clemson was only four strokes
out of fourth place. In the last
round Parker Moore was one
under par and Shipley was two
under par.
In the opening match of the
season
with
Furman,

Presbyterian College, and Ohio
State, Clemson placed second to
Furman in match play competition.
Today the team is participating
in the second round of the Furman University Intercollegiate
Invitational Golf Tournament.
"This is the biggest tournament
in the South with some of the best
golfers in the South," said Coach
Jones.
As a result of play thus far,
Billy Rigby holds number one
position in the Furman Tournament; Bill Shipley, number
two; Parker Moore, number
three; Johnny Black, number
four; T. J. Grubbs, number five;
and Joe Moses, number six.
Terry Willis and Steve Broome
are alternates for the tournament.
Next Wednesday the Tigers
will host Western Carolina and
Wofford at Boscobel Country
Club at 1:30 p.m.
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Baron - Redhead battle for Saturday
by Jim Lucas
As Clemson's football Tigers
wind up the 1974 spring practice,
final plans are being made for the
first Varsity-Alumni game, to be
played at 1:00 PM, Saturday,
March 30, in Death Valley. This
game will feature an all-star
collection of former Tiger
standouts, coached by the
redoubtable Baron of Barlow
Bend, the immortal Frank
Howard himself, pitted against
Red Parker's 1974 Tiger varsity
squad (minus a bumper crop of
high school All-Americans who
will report in the fall).
The Alumni team is headed by
several of Clemson's greatest
players: Fred Cone (1950), called
by Howard "the greatest player I
ever coached;" Jimmy Addison
(1967), "The Needle," perhaps
the most accurate passer ever to
play for the Tigers; Harvey
White (1959), who quarterbacked
the Tigers to bowl victories
during Clemson's glory years;
Bill Mathis (1959), former New
York Jets fullback; and Carl
Black (1939), who played with
Banks McFadden on Clemson's
first truly great team, the 1939
Cotton Bowl champions. About
fifty other former Tigers have
indicated that they will participate in the game, including
many standouts from the '72 and
'73 squads such as John Bolubasz,
Jeff Stocks, Ken Pengitore,
Frank Wirtyh, Wade Hughes, and
Heide Davis.
The Bashful Baron has refused
to reveal the type of offense his
team will run. "I expect all of
them to come in here Thursday
(March 28) for practice ready to
play," Howard said. "We ain't
got any room for sissies and big
talkers. I've been in enough of
these all-star and post-season
games to know what it takes to
get a team ready. We're gonna
try and show this Pepsi
generation a thing or two."
Red Parker, who will send his
Tiger Triple against the Bygone
Bengals, was not to be outdone.
"I have a lot of respect for Coach
Howard and for the talent he has
returning," said the Redhead,
who—many old-timers feel-bears
a striking resemblance, both in
speech and in coaching adbility,
to the younger Frank Howard.
"I'm hoping that Coach Howard
gets so carried away with his
coaching and that he'll have so
much talent surrounding him
that he'll get confused and we'll
be able to slip up on his team."
As the confrontation draws
near, rumors have been circulating wildly between the two
enemy camps. One rumor has it
that Howard plans to confuse the
younger Tigers by running his
legendary single-wing offense at
them. Another maintains that the

Redhead has a secret weapon up
his sleeve, in the form of a
superlative-but
unknown-freshman quarterback who can, it is
alleged, hit his receivers while

ADDISON

blindfolded. The Tiger
has
learned that it is definitely untrue
that Howard has collected and
rejuvenated his undefeated 1948
team, or that Parker has secretly

developed a quadruple-option
offense.
The tension mounts. Will
Howard regain his touch, now

It costs nothing to find out.
Students will be admitted on their
ID and activity cards, and IPTAY members on their 1974
IPTAY membership cards. All
others will be admitted on
payment of $2.00 for adults and
$1.00 for students, high school age
and under. Before the game, the
Block and Bridle Club will
sponsor a barbecue dinner in
Littlejohn Coliseum at $2.00 per
plate from 11:00 am to 1:00 pm.
After the game, the Tiger netters
will host Wake Forest, while the
Clemson baseball team will host
the Tar Heels of UNC.

WDtTH

HOWARD

that he is surrounded by players
nearer his own age? Will the
Redhead take up chewing
tobacco? Will they find shoulder
pads small enough to fit Jimmy
Addison? Will Jeff Siepe forget
that this is not a rugby game?
Will the Alumni sup Geritol into
their Gatorade? Will the Varsity
respect their elders?

Tigers face conference foes after Gamecocks
by Keith CannonAfter a rainout of Wednesday's
scheduled game with East
Tennessee State, the Clemson
baseball team will continue a
seven-game home stand with four
games scheduled for the rest of
the week. The Tigers will meet
Bobby Richardson's South
Carolina Gamecocks on Thursday, and will face Toledo and
ACC foes North Carolina and
Duke over the weekend.
Bill Wilhelm's squad will bring
a 7-9 record into the USC game;
their most recent outing was a 5-0
blanking of East Tennessee State
on Tuesday. Steve Cline picked
up the win, hurling a four-hitter.
He allowed only one Buccaneer
baserunner to get as far as third
base, while walking six and
striking out five.
Clemson got all they needed in
the first inning. Steve Tucker's
two-out, three-run triple drove in
Bill Wingo and Mike Pulaski, and
Charlie Ing followed with a single
to score Tucker.
Ing also drove in the other two
Tiger runs, with a double in the
third and a sacrifice fly in the
sixth.
The game was the first for the
Tigers since their five-game tour
of Florida during spring break.
Clemson took two of five games
against the University of Florida
and Florida Southern.
At Gainesville, the Tigers
dropped the first and third games
and won the second game of a
three-game set by the not-soclose scores of 17-6, 10-3, and (in
the lone win) 24-2.
In the first game of the series,

Patterson - Moore
Realtors
serving University housing needs since 1925.
525 College Ave., Clemson

654-5240

the Gators pounded Clemson
pitchers Jack Murr and Jeff
Bradford for 16 hits. Leftfielder
Joel Murrie went four-for-six
with four runs batted in, and hit
two home runs. Bill Finnie also
homered for Florida.
Greg Belk and Tony Eckerl had
four-baggers in a losing cause for
the Tigers.
The Gators used a five-run
third inning to down Clemson in
the second game. Charlie Ing
paced Tiger hitting with threefor-four. Larry Lee was the losing
pitcher.
In the finale, the Tigers took
out a few frustrations with an
overwhelming 24-2 romp over the
Gators. The 24 runs was the most
by a Clemson squad since 1969.
Brett Terrill, Pat Fitzsimmons
and Lin Hamilton each contributed four hits in a 27-hit
assault. Smiley Sanders hit a
grand-slam home run and Terrill
and Steve Tucker also added
homers for the Tigers. Clemson
scored single runs in seven innings and had outbursts of seven
runs in the fifth and 10 in the
seventh. Steve Cline picked up
the win.
At Lakeland, the Tigers split
two games with Florida
Southern. In the first game of the
series, the Moccasins took a 6-5
win on defensive lapses by the
Tigers. They broke a 5-5 deadlock
on a single, a passed ball, and
three infield errors in the bottom
of the ninth. It was the second
comeback by Florida Southern,
who had erased a 3-1 Clemson
lead with a four-run seventh

inning.
Pat Fitzsimmons and Bill
Wingo had two hits each for the
Tigers; Larry Meekins was the
losing pitcher.
The next day, a three-run ninth
inning keyed Clemson to a 5-2
win. The Tigers broke a 2-2 tie
when Richard Haynes and Mike
Pulaski singled, followed by a
three-run homer to left by
designated hitter Brett Terrill.
Pulaksi had four hits and Steve
Tucker added three for the
Tigers. Wayne Nishoe got the win
in relief of Randy Quintrell, who
was making his first start of the
year.
The final two games of the
Florida trip, a doubleheader with
Rollins at Winter Park, were

rained out.
In season statistics the Tigers
have shown steady improvement
in hitting, as their team battling
average is at a season high .280.
Among the regular players,
leading hitters are Charlie Ing
(.365) and Mike Pulaski (.300).
Smiley Sanders and Brett Terrill
have each hit two homers;
Terrill, a freshman, is the RBI
leader with 14.
Among the pitchers, senior
righthander Steve Cline leads in
most major categories, including
earned run average (2.36),
strikeouts (30) and innings pitched (45- 2-3). Cline has the best
record at 4-1; Jack Murr has
compiled a 2-2 mark.

Tigers beat ETSU
by Steve Ellis
Clemson's track team broke
out of their losing ways with their
first win of the outdoor season
over East Tennessee State. The
82-63 victory over the Buccaneers
adds new hope to what has been a
very disappointing season.
Clemson had to rely on some
excellent field and sprint performances to overcome State's
nationally known distance
runners, Neil Cussac and Ed
Letty. Cussac, an Olympian from
Ireland and N.C.A.A. cross
country champ for 1972, placed

Don't Forget to Remember
You can get-

Blue Jeans Just Arrived Both
Heavy Weight and Light
Weight

Judge Keller's
Store
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first in the mile and three mile.
Letty finished second to his
teammates in both events. The
Tigers counter-attacked,
however, with nine first place
finishes.
Sprinter George Bosse was the
top performer for Clemson,
placing first in the 100 and 220yard dashes with times of 9.9 and
22.4 respectively. In the field
events Ed Fern won the high
jump, Mike Crapps the discus
and Whit Langstaff took the pole
vault. Also scoring in field events
were Ed Zender, who placed
second in the javlin, and Wall
Cradle, who finished second in
the pole vault.
In other running events Rick
Zanes gave his best effort ever,
winning the 880 in 1:55.4 to take
first place. Med Allen was the
other individual winner with a
victory in the high hurdles.
Clemson also had winning
efforts in the 440-yard relay and
mile relay. Clemson heads south
this weekend where they will run
in the Florida Relays.
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Insurance: avoid mistakes
by Eileen Moore _
High-pressured sales pitches can drive anyone up a
wall. But one which is potentially threatening to financial
security is the life insurance pitch.
In recent years, many Clemson-area insurance companies have directed their attention to college seniors and
any other students who appear to be following curricula
schedules and anticipate to graduate "on time.";
Armed with "college senior plans" and "college
deferred plans," sales people make offers some students
find hard to refuse.
One common device companies use to sway students is
a deferred-payment plan. With this plan, a senior can take
out a life insurance policy and not have to pay any
premiums until he or she has graduated and can afford to
make the payments. The condition is that within one year
of the effective date of insurance the insured must begin
payments.
During this free year, the company is taking care of the
payments and tabulating the bill.
To Anna Marshall, a 20-year veteran in the insurance
business with New York Life, "It's a bad idea for young
people to be faced with debts immediately after they
finish school.These companies cater to college business
and imply that these plans are for college seniors only—
but most likely they are not."
What is even more disturbing is that the year's
payments were made courtesy of the local bank.
"Just recently, I talked with a young man who had his
trailer attached because he couldn't pay his insurance
premiums", Marshall said. "My first question was to ask
him if he had signed a bank note. He said that he hadn't.
But, I found a photostatic copy of the note with his
signuature tacked onto the policy."
The insurance company had taken out a loan from the
bank in the young man's name in order to pay the
premiums. But the time his free period was up, he had no
money to pay for the insurance. It was too late. Not only

did he owe for the insurance but for the interest to the
bank, too.
"There is nothing illegal about this at all," explained
Marshall. "But our company doesn't use this type of
policy. There is too much uncertainty as to what the
situation is going to be when the free time is up.
"The trouble is that people buy insurance blindly," she
continued. "My advise is not to take the first thing that
comes along until you understand what you are getting."
Those who have mistakenly signed bank noted policies
have done so either without realizing it or without being
told about the note.
Marshall explained that it was not her position to make
any judgments on the wisdom of taking out such policies.
"My concern is that people understand fully what they are
getting into when they sign the policy," she added.
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The bank note aspect of the college plans might not be
the only drawback of such plans. Oftentimes the policies
are just all around losers.
Michael Tate, a junior financial management major,
described his experience with the "college sophomore
plan" as a "big mistake."
Tate was not to have to pay any premiums for two
years. At the end of the two years, he would owe the
company "around $500."
"I could have either paid the debt myself or have had it
taken from the cash value of the policy," he explained.
However, Tate was lucky. Having received advise and
explanations from a business associate, he found out that
his policy would have been worth about $20 after deducting his bill from the cash value of the policy.
"I kept the policy for six months and then realized my
mistake. I was paying premiums higher than premiums
on similar policies of the same value. The biggest thing
though, was that I didn't want to have to face a $500 debt. I
had already dropped down one semester and knew that I
wouldn't graduate on time."
Tate continued, "I didn't feel that I had been taken but I
do feel that the high pressure had something to do with my
decision to sign the policy. The salesman was real persistent and at one time talked with me for two hours."
Tate had no trouble getting out of the policy. "I told the
agent that I wanted to cancel the policy and he sent me a
bill for around $100.1 don't think that I signed a bank note
because of this," he commented.
According to Tate, his was not an isolated case. "While
in his (the insurance agent's) office, I saw stacks and
stacks of papers with lists of names. The agent told me
that my name came from one of those lists. I had many
friends talking to the guy, too," he commented.
For those insurance agents trying to make a fast buck
the college plans are inviting opportunities. As mentioned
continued to page 8
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